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Since being named “London’s Lord to Land” by a popular ladies’ magazine, Nicholas St. John
has been relentlessly pursued by every matrimony-minded female in the ton. So when an
opportunity to escape fashionable society presentsitself, he eagerly jumps—only to land in the
path of the most determined, damnably delicious woman he’s ever met!The daughter of a titled
wastrel, Lady Isabel Townsend has too many secrets and too little money. Though she is used to
taking care of herself quite handily, her father’s recent passing has left Isabel at sea and in need
of outside help to protect her young brother’s birthright. The sinfully handsome, eminently
eligible Lord Nicholas could be the very salvation she seeks.But the lady must be wary and not
do anything reckless and foolish…like falling madly, passionately in love.

From the Inside FlapThis tale of a slave's unrequited love for the woman who owns him is set in
nineteenth-century colonial Cuba and was the only feminist-abolitionist novel published during
the century in Spain or its colonies. This unique text raises important issues concerning power,
race, gender and class in colonial societies, colonial and post-colonial subjectivity and identities,
feminist appropriations of the abolitionist agenda, human rights discourse, and literary and
philosophical issues associated with enlightenment thought. This new annotated critical edition
is the first to provide the original Spanish text along with a substantial and authoritative
introduction in English, as well as maps and tables relating to nineteenth-century Cuba, a
vocabulary list, and suggestions for further reading.From the Back CoverThis tale of a slave's
unrequited love for the woman who owns him is set in nineteenth-century colonial Cuba and was
the only feminist-abolitionist novel published during the century in Spain or its colonies. This
unique text raises important issues concerning power, race, gender and class in colonial
societies, colonial and post-colonial subjectivity and identities, feminist appropriations of the
abolitionist agenda, human rights discourse, and literary and philosophical issues associated
with enlightenment thought. This new annotated critical edition is the first to provide the original
Spanish text along with a substantial and authoritative introduction in English, as well as maps
and tables relating to nineteenth-century Cuba, a vocabulary list, and suggestions for further
reading.About the AuthorCatherine Davies is Professor in the Department of Spanish and
Portuguese Studies, University of ManchesterRead more
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SARAHMACLEANTenWays to BeAdoredWhen Landing aLordFor Chiara,who went off to
collegeand didn’t mind thatI stole her books.And her cat.ContentsPrologueOneTwoThreeFourFiv
eSixSevenEightNineTenElevenTwelveThirteenFourteenFifteenSixteenSeventeenEighteenNinete
enTwentyTwenty-oneTwenty-twoEpilogueRomances by Sarah MacLeanCopyrightAbout the
Publisher“Why were you hiding from me?”“I should think that would be rather clear.” When
Nicholas did not respond, Isabel continued, eager to fill the silence. “I was surprised by our …
moment. I had not expected to be so …”Nicholas was suddenly aware of their location—in the
darkened attic, the rain outside muffling all sounds, the warm, small space closing in around
them. It was the perfect place for a clandestine tryst.He took a step closer; they were scant
inches from one another. “So … ?”She sighed, resigned. “So … drawn to you.”He watched
embarrassment flood her cheeks, fierce and red. She spoke, the words coming fast. “I am sure it
is just a passing phase. I think it is best for you to leave. I shall find another way—”He reached
out, his touch stemming the flow of her words.He should not kiss her. He knew it.But she was
like no woman he had ever known—and he wanted to discover her secrets. More than that, he
wanted her.He settled his lips to hers, and she was his.PrologueIt cannot be denied that there is
a veritable epidemic spreading among the young ladies of London—a tragic reality that ends in
nothing but the very worst possible scenario.We refer, of course, to spinsterhood.With so many
unmarried ladies in our fair city so unfortunately shaded from the brilliant sunshine of wedded
bliss, ‘tis nothing short of criminal that these promising young buds might never have the
opportunity to blossom! And so, Dear Reader, it is in the interest of public service that we have
compiled a list of time-tested solutions, oft proven to simplify the most daunting of tasks—that of
securing a husband.We humbly present, Lessons in Landing a Lord.Pearls and PelissesJune
1823Townsend Park'Dunscroft, YorkshireLady Isabel Townsend stood in the shabby receiving
room of the only home she had ever known, and willed the roaring in her ears to subside. She
narrowed her gaze on the pale, reedy man standing before her.“My father sent
you.”“Precisely.”“And would you mind repeating that last bit?” Surely she had misunderstood the
words that had tripped from the tongue of this most unwelcome visitor.He smiled, the expression
empty and unattractive. Isabel’s stomach flipped. “Indeed,” he drawled, the word coiling between
them in the suddenly too-small room. “We are betrothed.”“And by we … I take it that you mean
…”“You. And I. Are to be married.”Isabel shook her head. “I am sorry, you are … ?”He paused,
clearly unhappy with the idea that she had not been paying attention. “Asperton. Lionel
Asperton.”Isabel made a mental note to savor the unfortunate name at a later time. For now, she
must deal with the man. Who did not appear to be very clever. Of course, she had learned long
ago that the men of her father’s acquaintance were rarely men of intellect.“And how is it that we
became betrothed, Mr. Asperton?”“I won you.”Isabel closed her eyes, willing herself to remain
steady. To hide the anger and hurt that surged at the words. That always surged at the words.
She met his pale gaze once more. “You won me.”He did not even have the grace to feign



embarrassment. “Yes. Your father wagered you.”“Of course he did.” Isabel exhaled her frustration
on a little puff of breath. “Against? ”“One hundred pounds.”“Well. That’s more than
usual.”Asperton waved off the cryptic words, taking a step closer to her. His smile was cocksure.
“I won the round. You are mine. By rights.” He reached out a hand, tracing one finger down her
cheek. He lowered his voice to a whisper. “I think we shall both enjoy it.”She remained still, sheer
will keeping the shudder that threatened at bay. “I am not so sure.”He leaned in, and Isabel
became transfixed by the man’s lips—red and waxy. She edged away, desperate to maintain a
distance, as he said, “Then I shall have to convince you otherwise.”She twisted from beneath his
touch and their uncomfortable proximity, placing an old, fraying chair between them. A gleam
flashed in the man’s eyes as he followed her, moving closer.He liked the chase.Isabel was going
to have to end this. Now.“I am afraid you have traveled a very long way for nothing, Mr. Asperton.
You see, I am well past the age of majority. My father”—she paused, the word foul-tasting
—“should have known better than to wager me. It has never worked before. It certainly will not
work now.”He stopped his stalking, eyes widening. “He has done this before?”Too many times. “I
see that gambling away one’s only daughter once is fair play, but to do it multiple times, that
somehow offends your sensibilities? ”Asperton gaped. “Of course!”Isabel narrowed her gaze on
her would-be betrothed. “Why?”“Because he knew he would ultimately renege on the
wager!”The man was most definitely an acquaintance of her father.“Yes. That is obviously the
reason for this situation’s untenable offense,” Isabel said wryly, turning abruptly and opening the
door to the room wide. “I am afraid, Mr. Asperton, that you are the seventh man who has come to
claim me as his bride.” She could not help a smile at his surprise."And, as it is, you shall also be
the seventh man who shall leave Townsend Park unmarried.”Asperton’s mouth opened and
closed in quick succession—his fleshy lips reminding Isabel of a codfish.She counted to
five.They always exploded before she could reach five.“This will not stand! I was promised a
wife! The daughter of an earl!” His voice had gone high and nasal—the tone that Isabel had
always associated with the idle unpleasants who fraternized with her father.Not that she had
seen her father in half a dozen years.She crossed her arms, bestowing the man with her best
sympathetic look. “I imagine he hinted at a substantial dowry, as well? ”His eyes lit as though he
was finally understood. “Precisely.”She almost felt sorry for him. Almost.“Well, I am afraid that
there isn’t one of those, either.” His brow furrowed. “Would you care for tea? ”Isabel watched as
the slow-moving wheel of Asperton’s brain completed its rotation and he announced, “No! I do
not care for tea! I came for a wife and by God I shall leave with one! With you!”Attempting to
retain an air of calm, she sighed and said, “I had very much hoped that it would not come to
this.”His chest puffed out at the words, misunderstanding her meaning. “I am sure that you did.
But I will not be leaving this house without the wife I was promised! You belong to me! By
rights!”He lunged for her then. They always did. She stepped to the side, and he plunged
through the open doorway and into the entryway beyond.Where the women were waiting.Isabel
followed him into the foyer, watching as he straightened, as he took in the three women standing
there like well-trained soldiers, a wall of defense between him and the door to the house.



Certainly he’d never seen any women like this before.Of course, he would never realize that he
was looking at three women.Isabel had always found that men tended to see only what they
wanted to see.She watched as his gaze shifted from the cook, to the stable master, to the
butler.He turned on Isabel. “What’s this, then?”The stable master slapped her coiled horsewhip
against one thigh, the thwack of the leather causing Asperton to flinch. “We do not like you
raising your voice to a lady, sir.”Isabel watched as the angled notch at his thin throat quivered. “I
—I am …”“Well, one thing you are not is a gentleman, if the way you came lunging out of that
room is any indication.” The cook indicated the receiving room with her large, heavy rolling
pin.He looked to Isabel again, and she gave a little feminine shrug.“Surely you were not lunging
after Lady Isabel in such a manner.” This from the butler, who, perfectly pressed and cravatted,
lazily investigated the edge of the sabre she held. Isabel did her best not to look at the empty
spot on the wall from which the ancient—and likely very dull, indeed—sword had come.They
really did have a flair for the dramatic.“I—no!”There was a long moment of silence as Isabel
waited for a sheen of perspiration to take up residence on Mr. Asperton’s brow. She watched as
the rise and fall of his chest quickened, and only then decided to intervene.“Mr. Asperton was
just leaving,” she said, her tone infused with helpfulness. “Were you not, sir?”He nodded
nervously, mesmerized by Kate’s horsewhip, moving in slow, threatening circles. “I—I was.”“I
don’t think he’ll be returning. Will you, sir?”He did not reply for a long moment. Kate dropped the
soft leather of the whip to the ground, and the sudden movement shook him from his trance. He
snapped to attention and shook his head firmly. “No. I shouldn’t think so.”The tip of Jane’s sabre
hit the marble floor, sending a powerful clang through the large, empty space.Isabel’s eyes
widened, her voice lowering to a whisper. “I should think you would want to know such a thing,
sir.”He cleared his throat quickly, “Yes. Of course. I mean—no. I shan’t be back.”Isabel smiled
then, wide and friendly. “Excellent. I shall bid you adieu, then. I feel confident that you are able to
find your own way out?” She indicated the door, now flanked by the three women. “Farewell.”She
returned to the receiving room then, closing the door firmly behind her and moving to the
window just in time to see the maypole of a man hurry down the steps of the Park and clamber
onto his horse, riding away as though the hounds of hell were upon him.She released a long
breath.Only then did she allow the tears to come.Her father had wagered her away.Again.The
first time had hurt the most. One would think she would be used to such treatment by now, but
the truth of it surprised her, nonetheless.As though, someday, it all might be different. As though,
someday, he might be other than the Wastrearl.As though, someday, he might care for her.As
though, someday, anyone might care for her.For a moment, she allowed herself to consider her
father. The Wastrearl. A man who had left his children and his wife tucked away in the country
and returned to London to live a profligate, scandalous life. A man who had never cared: not
when his wife had died; not when his servants, unwilling to go another day without pay, had left
their positions en masse; not when his daughter had sent letter after letter asking for him to
return to Townsend Park and restore the country house to some semblance of its former glory—
if not for her, then for his heir.The one time he had returned…No. She would not think on it.Her



father. The man who stole her mother’s sprit. Who had robbed her brother, an infant, of a
father.Had he not deserted them, Isabel would never have taken responsibility for the estate.
She had risen to the challenge, doing her best to keep the house standing and food on the table.
While not fruitful, the estate had been able to just barely sustain its inhabitants and tenants while
her father had spent every last penny of the income from its lands on his scandalous
activities.There had been enough to eat, and the Wastrearl’s black reputation had kept curious
visitors from arriving on the steps of Townsend Park, allowing Isabel to populate the house and
its servants’ quarters however she wished, away from the prying eyes of the ton.But it did not
stop her from wishing that it had all been different.Wishing that she had had the chance to be
everything daughters of earls were born to be. Wishing that she’d been raised without a care in
the world. Without a doubt in her head that it would someday be her day to sparkle; that she
would one day be courted properly—by a man who wanted her for her, not as a spoil from a
game of chance.Wishing that she were not so very alone.Not that wishing had ever helped.The
door to the room opened and shut quietly, and Isabel gave a little self-deprecating laugh, wiping
the tears from her cheeks. Finally, she turned, meeting Jane’s knowing, serious gaze.“You
should not have threatened him.”“He deserved it,” the butler said.Isabel nodded. Asperton had
taken the place of her father in those final minutes. Tears pricked once more; she kept them at
bay. “I hate him,” she whispered.“I know,” the butler said, not moving from her place in the
doorway.“If he were here, I would happily kill him.”Jane nodded once. “Well, it seems that such a
thing will not be necessary.” She lifted one hand, revealing a square of parchment. “Isabel. The
earl … he is dead.”OneAnd what would these lessons be, Dear Reader, without a prospective
lord to land? The gentleman for whom you have so diligently studied? The answer, of course, is
that they would be nigh on useless.Are we not, then, the very luckiest of ladies, that our fair city
boasts the best and the brightest, the charmed and the charming, a veritable treasure trove of
bachelors—wealthy, willing, and wandering lonely through our streets, wanting only for a wife!
Finding these paragons of gentlemanliness is a daunting task, but never fear, Dear Reader! We
have assumed the job for you—scoured the city for the lords most worthy of your invaluable,
unbridled attention.Consider, if you will, the first on our list of eminently landable lords …Pearls
and PelissesJune 1823When the blonde by the door winked at him, it was the very last
straw.Lord Nicholas St. John sank further into his seat, cursing under his breath. Who would
have imagined that a superlative doled out by an inane ladies’ magazine was enough to
transform London’s female population into clamoring fools?At first, he’d found it amusing—a
welcome entertainment. Then the invitations had begun to arrive. And when the clock in his St.
James town house had barely struck two, Lady Ponsonby had joined them, claiming to have
business to discuss—something to do with a statue she had recently acquired from Southern
Italy. Nick knew better. There was only one reason for a viper like Lady Ponsonby to come calling
at a bachelor’s home—a reason Nick was certain Lord Ponsonby would not find at all
reasonable.So he had escaped, first to the Royal Society of Antiquities, where he had
sequestered himself in the library, far from anyone who had ever heard of ladies’ magazines, let



alone read one. Unfortunately, the journalist—Nick flinched at the liberal use of the term—had
done his research, and within the hour, the head footman had announced the arrival of four
separate women, ranging in age and station, all in dire need of a consultation regarding their
marbles—all of whom insisted that none but Lord Nicholas would do.Nick snorted into his drink
at the memory. Marbles, indeed.He had paid the footman handsomely for his discretion and fled
once more, this time with little dignity, through the rear entrance to the Society and into a narrow,
sordid alleyway that did little to enliven his disposition. Tilting the brim of his hat down to shield
his identity, he’d made his way to sanctuary—to the Dog and Dove, where he had been
ensconced in a dark corner for the last several hours.Well and truly trapped.Ordinarily, when a
voluptuous barmaid made eyes at him, he was more than willing to consider her ample charms.
But this particular woman was the fourteenth of her sex to have overtly considered his charms
that day, and he had had quite enough. He scowled, first at the girl, then into his ale, feeling
darker and more irritated by the minute. “I’ve got to get out of this damned city.”The deep,
rumbling laugh from across the table did not improve his mood.“Do not doubt for one moment
that I could have you shipped back to Turkey,” Nick said, his voice a low growl.“I do hope you will
not. I should hate to miss the conclusion of this entertaining theatre.” His companion, Durukhan,
turned and looked over his shoulder, dark eyes passing lazily over the comely young woman.
“Pity. She will not even consider me.”“Clever girl.”“More likely, she simply believes everything she
reads in her magazines.” Rock laughed as Nick’s scowl deepened. “Come, Nick, how awful can
it be? So the women of London have been publicly apprised of your—eligibility.”Nick recalled the
stack of invitations that awaited his return—every one from a family with an unmarried daughter
—and took a long drink of ale. Setting the pewter mug down, he muttered, “How awful, indeed.”“I
should take advantage of it if I were you. Now you may have any woman you want.”Nick leveled
his friend with cool blue gaze. “I did perfectly well without the damned magazine, thank
you.”Rock’s response was a noncommittal grunt as he turned to wave the young barmaid over.
An arrow shot from a bow, she arrived at their table with speed and purpose. Leaning low over
Nick to best display her voluptuous curves, she spoke in a low whisper. “My lord? Do you have
… needs?”“Do we, indeed,” Rock said.The brazen female seated herself in Nick’s lap, leaning
close. “I’ll be anythin’ you want, luv,” she said, low and sultry, as she pressed her breasts against
his chest. “Any-thin’ you want.”He extracted her arm from its place around his neck and fished a
crown from his pocket. “A tempting offer, to be sure,” he said, pressing the coin into her hand and
lifting her to her feet. “But I am afraid that I want only for more ale. You had best look elsewhere
for companionship this evening.”Her face fell for a split second before she redirected her
attention to Rock, considering his wide chest, brown skin, and thick arms with an appreciative
gaze. “Care for a go? Some girls don’t like ‘em dark, but I think you’ll do just fine.”Rock did not
move, but Nick noticed the tensing of his friend’s shoulders at the blatant reference to his
heritage. “Farther elsewhere,” the Turk said, flatly turning away from the barmaid.She turned up
her nose at their combined rebuff and left—to fetch more ale, Nick hoped. As he watched her
make her way across the room, he felt the keen attention of the other women in the tavern. “They



are predators. Every last one of them.”“It seems only right that the bulan finally know what it is to
be hunted.”Nick grimaced at the Turkish name and the long history that came with it. It had been
years since anyone had called him the bulan—the hunter. The name meant nothing now; it was a
leftover of his days in the East, deep in the Ottoman Empire, when he’d been someone else—
someone without a name—with only a skill that would ultimately be his downfall.The irony was
not lost on him. His time in Turkey had ended harshly when a woman had set her sights upon
him and he had made the mistake of allowing himself to be caught, quite literally.He had spent
twenty-two days in a Turkish prison before he had been rescued by Rock and ferreted to Greece
—where he had vowed to put the bulan to rest.Most of the time, he was happy to have done so
… appeased by the world of London, the business of his estate, and his antiquities. But there
were days when he missed the life.He much preferred being hunter to hunted.“Women are
always like this around you,” Rock pointed out, returning Nick to the present. “You are merely
better attuned to it today. Not that I have ever understood their interest. You are something of an
ugly bas—”“Angling for a pounding, are you?”The Turk’s face split in a wide grin. “Sparring with
me in a public house would not be the appropriate behavior for such a paragon of
gentlemanliness.”Nick’s gaze narrowed on his friend. “I shall risk it for the pleasure of wiping that
smile from your face.”Rock laughed again. “All this feminine interest has addled your brain if you
think you could take me down.” He leaned forward, resting his arms on the table between them,
underscoring his bulk. “What has happened to your sense of humor? You would have found this
vastly amusing if it had happened to me. Or to your brother.”“Nevertheless, it has happened to
me.” Nick surveyed the rest of the room and groaned as the door to the pub opened and a tall,
dark-haired man entered. The newcomer paused just inside the room, scanning the heavy
crowd, his blue eyes finally settling on Nick. One lone brow rose in amusement and he began to
weave his way through the throngs of people toward them.Nick turned an accusing gaze on
Rock. “You are asking to be returned to Turkey. Begging for it.”Rock looked over his shoulder at
the newcomer and grinned. “It would have been rather unfriendly of me not to invite him to join in
the amusement.”“What an immense stroke of good luck. I confess, I had not thought I would be
able to get near London’s Lord to Land,” a low, amused voice drawled, and Nick looked up to
find his twin brother, Gabriel St. John, the Marquess of Ralston, towering above them. Rock
stood and clapped Gabriel on the back, motioning that he should join them. Once seated,
Ralston continued, “Though I should have expected to find you here …” He paused. “In hiding.
Coward.”Nick’s brows knit together as Rock laughed. “I was just pointing out that had you been
named one of London’s Lords to Land, Nick would have taken immense pleasure in your
pain.”Gabriel sat back in his chair, grinning foolishly. “Indeed, he would have. And yet your mood
seems less than cheery, brother. Whatever for? ”“I suppose you are here to revel in my
discomfort,” Nick said, “But surely you have better things to do. You do still have a new wife to
entertain, do you not?”“Indeed, I do,” Gabriel said, his smile softening. “Though, to be honest,
she nearly pushed me out the door in her eagerness to find you. She is hosting a dinner on
Thursday evening and is reserving a seat for you both. She does not want Lord Nicholas



wandering wistfully through the streets that evening, wanting for a wife.”Rock smirked. “It is
entirely possible that he would have been doing just that without the invitation.”Nick ignored his
friend. “Callie reads the damned thing? “ He had hoped his sister-in-law was above such things.
If she had read it, there was no escape.Gabriel leaned forward. “This week? We have all read it.
You’ve brought respectability to the St. John name, Nick. Finally. Well done.”The barmaid
returned then, setting another round of drinks on the table; surprise flashed in her eyes, followed
quickly by pleasure as she looked to Nick, then Gabriel, then back again. Twins were rare
enough that strangers tended to stare when the St. John brothers ventured into public together;
Nick found he had no patience for her curiosity. He looked away as Gabriel paid the girl
handsomely, saying, “Of course, those women who coveted me must be thrilled to have a
second chance of sorts—title or no, you at least share my good looks. If a younger, lesser
version of them.”Nick’s blue gaze narrowed on his brother and friend, now guffawing like idiots.
Lifting his ale, he toasted the duo. “May you both go straight to hell.”His brother lifted his own
tankard. “I do believe it would be worth it to see you so put out. You know, it is not the worst of
things to be labeled an eligible bachelor, Nick. I can attest to the fact that marriage is not the
prison I once believed it to be. It is quite enjoyable, I find.”Nick leaned back in his chair. “Callie’s
turned you soft, Gabriel. Do you not recall the pain caused by clamoring mamas and cloying
daughters, all hoping to secure your attention? ”“Not remotely.”“That is because Callie was the
only woman willing to have you with your history of wickedness and vice,” Nick pointed out. “My
reputation is rather less tarnished than yours was—I am a far more valuable catch, Lord help
me.”“Marriage might do you well, you know.”Nick considered his ale long enough for his
companions to think that he might not reply. “I think we all know that marriage is not for
me.”Gabriel offered a small, noncommittal grunt. “I might remind you that the same was true for
me. Not all women are like the cold bitch who saw you nearly killed, Nick,” Gabriel said
firmly.“She was merely one of a long line of them,” Nick pointed out, drinking deep. “Thank you,
but I have learned to keep my women to the best of encounters—brief and unemotional.”“I
wouldn’t brag about brevity if I were you, St. John,” Rock said, flashing a wide grin at Gabriel
before he continued. “Your problem is not the women who choose you, but those whom you
choose. If you were not so easily wiled by those who play the victim, you might have better luck
with the fairer sex.”Rock had not said anything Nick did not already know. Since his youth, he’d
had a soft spot for women in need. And while he understood it to be one of his biggest
weaknesses—having brought more trouble than fortune upon him in his lifetime—he seemed
unable to resist the trait.So he kept his women at arm’s length. His rules were clear. No
mistresses. No regular assignations. And, most definitely, no wife.“Well, either way,” Gabriel said,
returning lightness to the conversation, “I shall enjoy myself immensely while you run the
gauntlet of this impressive superlative.”Nick paused, drinking deep before finally leaning back
and placing his hands flat on the table. “I am afraid I am going to have to disappoint you. I do not
plan to run the gauntlet at all.”“Oh? How do you expect to avoid the women of London? They are
huntresses of the highest caliber.”“They cannot hunt if their prey has gone to ground,” Nick



announced.“You are leaving? “ Gabriel did not look pleased. “To where? ”Nick shrugged. “I have
clearly overstayed London’s welcome. The Continent. The Orient. The Americas. Rock? You’ve
been itching for an adventure for months. Where would you like to go? ”Rock considered the
options. “Not the Orient. A repeat of the last time we were there is not tempting. I would rather
steer clear of it.”“Fair enough,” Nick conceded. “The Americas, then.”Gabriel shook his head.
“You would be gone for a year at least. Have you forgotten that we have a sister just out and in
need of a match? You will not leave me to deal with that sure-to-be-disastrous event simply
because you fear the attention of a handful of ladies.”“A handful!” Nick protested, “They are a
swarm.” He paused, considering his options. “I don’t really care where I go … as long as there
are no women there.”Rock looked alarmed. “None whatsoever? ”Nick laughed for the first time
that evening. “Well, not none, obviously. But would it be too much to ask that there be no women
who have read that ridiculous magazine? ”Gabriel raised a dark brow. “Very likely so.”“St.
John.”All three gentlemen turned at the sound of Nick’s name to find the Duke of Leighton
beside the table. Tall and broad, if Leighton hadn’t been a duke, the man would have made an
excellent Viking—fair-haired and stone-faced, he rarely smiled. But today, Nick noted that the
duke seemed even more stoic than usual.“Leighton! Join us.” Nick used one foot to capture a
nearby seat and drag it to the table. “Save me from these two.”“I’m afraid I cannot stay.” The
duke’s words were clipped. “I came looking for you.”“You and the female population of London,”
Gabriel said with a laugh.The duke ignored him, folding his giant frame into the seat and setting
his gloves on the scarred wooden table. Turning to face Nick, nearly blocking Rock and Gabriel
from the conversation, he said, “I’m afraid that you are not going to like what it is I have to ask of
you.”Nick waved the barmaid over with a tumbler of whisky, keenly aware of the distress in his
friend’s gaze.“Does it involve marrying him off?” Gabriel asked dryly.Leighton looked surprised.
“No.”“Then I would think that Nick would welcome your request.”The duke took a large gulp of
whisky and met Nick’s interest. “I’m not so sure. You see, I am not here for Nick. I am here for the
bulan.”There was a long silence as the words sank in around the table. Rock and Gabriel
stiffened, but did not speak, watching Nick carefully. Nick leaned forward, placed his forearms on
the scarred wood, and tented his fingers. He spoke quietly, his eyes not leaving Leighton.“I do
not do that any longer.”“I know. And I would not ask if I did not need you.”“Who?”“My sister. She’s
gone.”Nick sat back in his chair. “I don’t chase after runaways, Leighton. You should call Bow
Street.”Leighton’s frustration brought him forward in a rush of movement. “For Christ’s sake, St.
John. You know I can’t do that. It will be in the papers yesterday. I need the bulan.”Nick recoiled
from the word. He did not care for being the hunter once again. “I don’t do it any longer. You
know that.”“I’ll pay you whatever you ask.”Ralston laughed at that, drawing a growl from the duke.
“What’s so amusing about that?”“Only the idea that my brother would take payment. I don’t
imagine you’ve endeared him to your cause with that offer, Leighton.”The duke scowled. “You
know, Ralston, you were never the twin I preferred.”“Most people feel that way,” Ralston said. “I
assure you I am not overwrought at the idea. Indeed, I confess a modicum of surprise that you
are even here, deigning to speak with us, what with our ‘questionable stock'—isn’t that how you



refer to it?”“Gabriel, enough.” Nick stopped his brother from going too far into the past.Leighton
at least had the grace to be embarrassed.For many years, the St. John twins, though aristocracy
themselves, had been a primary outlet for young Leighton’s disdain. The scandal that had fallen
on the house of Ralston when the twins were young—their mother’s desertion of her husband
and family—had made them ideal prey for the more pristine families of the ton, and Leighton, in
their class at Eton, had never failed to remind them of their mother’s disreputable actions.Until
one day, Leighton went too far, and Nick had put him into a wall.Pounding a duke was not
something that the second son of a marquess could get away with at Eton; Nick would have
almost certainly been dismissed had he not been a twin—and Gabriel had taken responsibility
for the event. The future Marquess of Ralston had been sent home from term early, and Leighton
and Nick had come to a tentative truce, no one the wiser.The truce had become a friendship of
sorts—one that had blossomed in the upper years of Eton, and withered during the years when
Nick cut a swath across the Continent. Leighton had already ascended to the dukedom, and his
fortune had, in no small part, funded Nick and Rock’s expeditions into the dark recesses of the
Orient.Leighton had played an important role in making the bulan.But Nick was not that man any
longer.“What do you know? ”“Nick …” Rock spoke for the first time since the duke had arrived,
but Nick raised one hand. “Mere curiosity.”“I know she’s gone. I know she’s taken money and a
handful of things she considers invaluable.” “Why did she leave? “ Leighton shook his head. “I
don’t know.” “There’s always a reason.” “That may be … but I don’t know it.”“When?”“Two weeks
ago.”“And you only come to me now?”“She had planned a trip to see a cousin in Bath. It was ten
days before I realized she lied to me.”“Her maid?”“I terrified her into confessing that Georgiana
went north. She knew nothing else. My sister was very careful to cover her tracks.”Nick sat back
in his chair, mind racing, energy coursing through him. Someone had helped the girl. Was still
helping her if she’d not given up and returned to her brother. It had been years since he had
tracked someone—he’d forgotten the pleasure that came with a new search.But this was no
longer his life.He met the duke’s worried gaze. “She’s my sister, Nick. You must know that I
wouldn’t ask you if there were another way.”The words struck Nick to his core. He had a sister,
too. And he would do whatever it took to keep her safe.Damn.“My lord?”Nick turned at the
tentative, feminine voice, to find two young women standing nearby, watching him eagerly. Nick
spoke, wary. “Yes? ”“We—” one of them began to speak, then stopped, uncertain. The other
nudged her toward him.“Yes?”“We are fans.”Nick blinked. “Of?”“Of yours.” “Of mine.”“Indeed!”
The second girl smiled broadly and stepped closer, holding out what looked suspiciously like—
Nick swore under his breath.“Would you be willing to autograph our magazine? ”Nick held up a
hand. “I would, girls, but you’ve got the wrong brother.” He pointed to Gabriel. “That is Lord
Nicholas.”Rock snorted as the two shifted their attention to the Marquess of Ralston, a
dazzlingly handsome copy of their prey, and tittered their excitement.Gabriel instantly eased into
his role, turning a brilliant smile on the girls. “I would be happy to autograph your magazine.” He
took the journal and the pen they proffered and said, “You know, I must confess, this is the first
time I’ve ever drawn the attention of ladies when in the company of my brother. Ralston has



always been considered the more handsome of us.”“No!” the girls protested.Nick rolled his
eyes.“Indeed. Ask anyone. They’ll tell you it’s the marquess who is the best specimen. Surely
you’ve heard that.” He looked up at them with a winning smile. “You can admit it, girls. My
feelings shan’t be hurt.”Gabriel held up the magazine, displaying the cover, which boasted:
Inside! London’s Lords to Land! “Yes … there’s no question that this is going to do wonders for
my reputation. I’m so happy to see that it’s getting around that I’m on the hunt for a wife!”The girls
nearly expired from delight.Unamused, Nick looked to Leighton, “North, you said?”“Yes.”“North
is an enormous place. It could take us weeks to find her,” Rock warned.Nick looked to the pair of
females waiting excitedly at Gabriel’s elbow, then back to the men at the table.“I find myself
willing to make the trek.”TwoTownsend ParkDunscroft, YorkshireIsabel considered the pale,
exhausted girl who sat before her on a low, narrow cot. She was barely old enough to be out, let
alone old enough to have traveled four days by mail coach to arrive on a strange doorstep in the
dead of night.Eyes wide with fear, the young woman stood, clutching a small traveling bag to
her.Isabel smiled. “You are Georgiana.”The girl did not move. Her expression did not change.“I
am Isabel.”Recognition flared in Georgiana’s blue eyes. “Lady Isabel?”Isabel came closer, warm
and welcoming. “The very same.”“I thought …”The smile turned into a grin. “Let me guess. You
thought I would be old? Wizened?”The girl half smiled. A good sign. “Perhaps.”“In that case, I
shall take your surprise as a great compliment.”The girl set down her bag and dropped into a
curtsy.Isabel stopped her. “Oh, please don’t. That will make me feel old and wizened. Sit.” Isabel
pulled over a small wooden stool to join her. “We don’t stand on ceremony here. And if we did, I
would be the one deferring to you. After all, I am a mere earl’s daughter and you …”Georgiana
shook her head, sadness in her expression. “Not anymore.”The girl missed home.Not many girls
who landed at Townsend Park missed where they came from.“How did you find us?”“My … a
friend. She said you took in girls. Said you could help.” Isabel nodded, encouraging. “My brother.
I couldn’t tell him …” Her voice cracked, making speech impossible.Isabel leaned forward,
taking the girl’s cold, shaking hands in her own. “You don’t need to tell me, either. Not until you
are ready.”I know that sometimes it is easier not to tell.Georgiana looked up, eyes wide and filled
with tears. “My friend … she said you would take care of us.”Isabel nodded. “And we shall.” The
girl slumped with relief. “I think you have come a long way. May I suggest that you try to sleep?
We shall have breakfast in the morning, and you can tell me anything you wish.”Within minutes,
Georgiana had slipped between the crisp, clean sheets of the narrow bed, a bed Isabel
imagined was likely far less grand than any in which the sister of the Duke of Leighton previously
had slept. Isabel watched for a few long moments to ensure that the girl was, indeed, asleep,
and slipped from the room.To find a collection of curious onlookers had assembled in the
hallway beyond.“Is she asleep?” Isabel’s cousin and closest friend, Lara, asked in a
whisper.Isabel nodded, waiting for the latch to click before turning back to her audience. “Why
isn’t this hallway properly lit?”“Because you cannot afford the candles.”Of course.“The sister of a
duke, Isabel?” Jane whispered the rhetorical question.“It shouldn’t matter who she is,” Gwen, the
cook, argued. “She needs us! We take in girls who need us.”“She cannot stay,” Kate announced



flatly, looking to the others for support.“Perhaps we could move this conversation away from the
poor girl?” Isabel whispered, motioning the whole group back down the hallway.“She cannot
stay!” Kate whispered again as they walked.“Yes, I believe you’ve made your position clear on
the subject,” Isabel said dryly.“It’s an enormous risk, Isabel,” Jane said when they were back at
the top of the stairs, as though Isabel had not thought of it herself.As though her heart were not
pounding with dread.Of course, it was a risk. One did not simply open one’s doors and offer
board to the sister of a duke—one of the most powerful men in England—without his
knowledge.This could end James.Her brother was only ten years old, a new earl, and he would
struggle to escape their father’s reputation. If the Duke of Leighton discovered his sister here—
discovered the women who were hidden here under the protection of the Earl of Reddich—
James would never survive the scandal.The others were right. She should turn the girl out. It
would be the responsible thing to do. It would protect them all.She looked from one woman to
the next, each of whom had come to Townsend Park under similar circumstances to the young
woman she had just left. She could have turned them all away. But she hadn’t. Settling on her
cousin, she asked, “Lara?”There was a beat, as Lara considered her words. “I know the rules,
Isabel. I know what we say. But … a duke. It will bring suspicion upon all of us. She … What if
someone comes looking for her? What if we are found? ”Isabel looked in the direction of the
room where she had left the sleeping girl. “I imagine that it is more a question of what shall
happen when someone comes looking for her. Sisters of dukes are not often allowed to go
missing.” She paused, then, “She is increasing.”Jane let out a low whistle.“Did she tell you that?”
Gwen asked.“She did not have to.”“Well,” Lara said, “obviously we cannot turn her out, then.”Kate
disagreed. “She’s no merchant’s daughter. No barkeep’s wife. Not even from landed gentry.
She’s an aristocrat, for heaven’s sake. She could be two aristocrats! We should send the girl
home to her aristocratic family.”“An aristocratic family is not always the solution, Kate. I know that
better than anyone.” Isabel thought of the deep, dark circles beneath the frail girl’s closed eyes,
the hollow cheeks that spoke volumes of this small, mysterious woman.This girl who was lost
and alone.It was enough for Isabel.“I’ve never turned a girl away. I shan’t start now. She has a
place here for as long as she needs one. We shall put her to work. James is in need of a new
governess. I am certain that she will do quite well.”Kate snorted. “Did you see her? I’d wager
she’s never done a day’s work in her life.”Isabel smiled then. “Neither had you when I took you in.
And now you’re the finest stable master this side of London.”Kate looked away, wiping one hand
down her breeches. “Sister to a duke,” she whispered.Isabel looked at the women crowded
around her—to Jane, her butler, who ran a house with the ease of any male servant trained for
years; to Gwen, a cook who could have been trained in the best kitchens in London for the pride
she took in her work; to Kate, who had a way with horses that rivaled that of the jockeys at Ascot.
Each of them had come to Townsend Park under similar circumstances to that of the sleeping
girl, each of them had been given room, board, and a chance for a future.And they had believed
that Isabel could face any challenge.Little did they know.She was just as scared. Just as
uncertain.She took a deep, steadying breath, and when she spoke, she did her best to infuse



her tone with confidence—prayed that the others would believe it. “She needs Minerva House.
And Minerva House shall rise to this challenge.”I hope.Isabel opened her eyes and shot straight
up in her chair.Her cousin Lara was standing on the other side of the earl’s desk. “Good
morning.”Isabel squinted at the windows, where a brilliant blue sky announced that she had slept
well into the morning. She looked back at Lara. “I fell asleep.”“Yes. I see that. Why did you not
attempt such a feat in your bed?”Isabel tilted her head back, the muscles of her neck and
shoulders screaming at the movement. “Too much to do.” She placed one hand to her cheek,
removing a small slip of paper from where it had become stuck in the night.Lara set a teacup
down on the desk and seated herself across from Isabel. “What could you possibly have had to
do that required you to forgo sleep?” She paused, distracted. “You have ink on your face.”Isabel
wiped her palm across her stained cheek, her gaze falling to the paper she had removed from
the same location. She considered the list she had drafted the night before.The immense list she
had drafted the night before.Her stomach flipped.She brushed a stray auburn lock back from her
face and returned it to its tight, practical home. Guilt washed over her as she was consumed with
the myriad of things that she had meant to do the previous night—after taking a quick nap.She
should have come up with a plan to secure the girls’ safety. She should have drafted a letter to
her father’s solicitor to confirm that there were no funds set aside for James’s education. She
should have written to the real estate office in Dunscroft to begin the search for a new house.
She should have begun reading the book on roof repair that was soon to be an emergency
text.She hadn’t done any of that, however. Instead, she’d slept.“You need rest.”“I’ve had plenty of
rest.” Isabel started to organize the papers on the desk, taking note of a new pile of envelopes
there. “Where did these come from?” She lifted the letters, revealing a ladies’ magazine that had
come for the girls. She registered the headline: Inside! London’s Lords to Land! and rolled her
eyes before returning the envelopes to their place.“With the post this morning. Before you open
them—”Isabel lifted a letter opener and looked at Lara. “Yes?”“We should talk about
James.”“What now? ”“He has been hiding from his lessons.”“I am not surprised. I shall talk to
him. Has he even met the new governess?”“Not exactly.”The words were a signal. “How, exactly,
Lara? ”“Well, Kate found him watching her in her bath.”Isabel leaned forward. “I don’t suppose
you mean he was watching Kate in her bath? ”Lara laughed. “Can you imagine how that would
have gone? She would have skinned him.”“I just might skin him myself! He’s an earl now! He
shall have to behave as one! Watching the new girl in her bath? What on earth? What would
possess him—”“He may be an earl, Isabel, but he is a boy first. You think he is not curious? ”“He
grew up in a house full of women. No. I would think he would be entirely disinterested.”“Well, he
isn’t. In fact, I think there’s no question that James is interested. He needs someone with whom
to discuss such interests.”“He can speak to me!”Lara gave Isabel a disbelieving look. “Isabel.”
“He can!”“You are a marvelous sister. But he cannot discuss such interests with you.”There was
silence as Isabel considered the words. Of course he couldn’t. He was a ten-year-old boy with
no one to help him understand his world and he needed a man with whom he could discuss
such … male … things.She sighed. “I must find a way to get James to school. I plan to send a



letter to my father’s solicitor about that very thing today. Not that there will be money to arrange
it.” She paused. “Alternatively, perhaps the new guardian of the estate will arrive bearing
knowledge only those of his gender can impart.”They had been waiting for word of Oliver, Lord
Densmore, the mysterious and missing guardian named in her father’s will, since they had
learned of the earl’s death. It had been just over a week now, and every day that went by without
news, Isabel breathed a bit easier.His specter loomed nonetheless, for if the Wastrearl had
appointed him, it seemed that Lord Densmore would very likely be precisely the sort of guardian
they would all prefer not to have.“There is something else.”There always was.Isabel winced at
the thought. “About James?”“No. About you.” Lara leaned forward in her chair. “I know why you
fell asleep here instead of taking yourself to bed. I know you are concerned about our future.
About finances. About James. About Minerva House.” Isabel started to shake her head. “Do not
insult me by feigning ignorance. I have known you for your entire life. Lived with you for six years.
I know you are worried.”Isabel opened her mouth to speak, then closed it. Lara was, of course,
right. Isabel was worried. She was worried that the dire financial straits of the estate would keep
James from going to school, from learning to be an earl, from restoring some semblance of
honor to the earldom. She was terrified that his new guardian would never show his face—and
his finances. Almost as terrified as she was that he would arrive and close Minerva House—
casting out the women she had worked so hard to keep safe.The women who needed her.The
roof was leaking, they’d lost seven sheep through the fence at the western edge of the Park that
week, and Isabel hadn’t a farthing to her name. She was going to have to send some of the girls
away if she could not find a solution.“I don’t suppose the earl left any money,” Lara said softly. It
was the first time any of the other residents of the Park had spoken of their combined
situation.Isabel shook her head, feeling frustration surge at the question. “Everything is
gone.”Everything that had not been entailed to the future Earl of Reddich.Her father had not
even cared enough to ensure that his children were cared for—that his heir would be cared for. It
had taken her half an hour to convince the solicitor who had arrived a day after the news of her
father’s death that she could understand the finances of the estate well enough for him to
explain their situation to her.As though being impoverished were a complicated state of
affairs.The Wastrearl had gambled everything away—the house in town, the carriages, the
furniture, the horses … his daughter. There was nothing left. Nothing but what was now James’s
by right…And what was Isabel’s to sell.A pang of sadness flared in her chest.Her brother had
not had the father or the mother or the upbringing that the earldom should have promised him
but he would have an earldom. And she would do what she could to keep it afloat.A dead earl.A
child heir.A crumbling estate.Two dozen mouths to feed, all of which were required to remain
well hidden.She had never felt so panicked in her life.If only she hadn’t slept the night before,
she might have already devised a plan for them all to be saved.She just needed time.Closing her
eyes, Isabel took a deep, steadying breath. “It is not your concern, Lara,” she said firmly, refusing
to show her thoughts, “I shall make certain that we are well taken care of.”Lara’s gaze softened.
“Of course you shall. None of us have doubted such for a moment.”Of course they hadn’t. No



one ever doubted Isabel’s strength. Not even when they should. Not even when she was holding
the whole thing together by a thread.She stood and went to the window, looking out at the once-
lush and fertile Townsend land. Now the fields were overgrown and untilled, and the livestock
had dwindled to a pittance.“Are the girls worried?”“No. I do not think that it has crossed their
minds that they might all be tossed out on their ears.”Isabel’s heart raced at the words. “They
shan’t be tossed out. Never say such things again.”Lara had followed her. “Of course they
shan’t.”They might be. Isabel heard the words as though they had been spoken aloud.Isabel
turned quickly, her skirts swirling around her ankles as she raised a finger, wagging it in front of
Lara’s nose. “I shall think of something. We shall find some money. I shall move them all to
another house. It is not as though this one is any kind of prize.”“Minerva House the second,” Lara
said.“Precisely.”“A capital idea.”Isabel huffed at her cousin’s tone. “You needn’t agree simply to
appease me.”“Fair enough,” Lara said. “Do you have a stash of money stored somewhere?
Because last I’d heard, houses that accommodated two dozen women required funds.”“Yes.
Well. That is the part of the plan that I have not quite worked out.” Isabel crossed the room to the
door, then turned back, pacing to her desk. She sat there, staring at the papers strewn across
the enormous tabletop, where three generations of Reddich earls had sat. After a long silence,
she said, “There is only one way to ensure that we’ve the funds to stay afloat.”“Which is?”She
took a deep breath.“I will sell the marbles.” There was a roaring in her ears as she spoke the
words—as though, if she did not hear them, they had not been said.“Isabel …” Lara shook her
head.Please don’t fight this, Lara. I do not have the strength. “It’s silly to keep them. No one is
enjoying them.”“You enjoy them.”“They are a luxury I can no longer afford.”“No. They are the only
luxury you’ve ever had.”As if she didn’t know that.“Do you have a better solution?”“Maybe,” Lara
hedged. “Maybe you should consider … maybe you should think about marriage.”“Are you
suggesting that I should have accepted one of the myriad of oafs who has passed through over
the years after having won me in a game of chance? ”Lara’s eyes widened. “Oh, my, no! Not one
of them. Never one of them. No one who knew your father. I’m suggesting someone else.
Someone … good. And if he is wealthy, well then, all the better.”Isabel lifted the magazine she
had seen earlier. “Are you suggesting I try my hand at landing a lord, cousin? ”Color flared on
Lara’s cheeks. “You cannot deny that a smart match is not the worst thing that could happen to
you.”Isabel shook her head. Marriage was not the answer. She was willing to swallow a bitter pill
or two to save this house, and the women in it, but she would not sacrifice her freedom, her
sanity, or her person for them. She did not care if it was a solution or not.Selfish.The word
burned, echoing in her head as though it had been spoken seconds rather than years ago.
Isabel knew that if she closed her eyes, she would see her mother, face contorted in anguish,
flinging it like a dagger.You should have let him marry you off, you selfish beast. He would have
stayed if you had. And you would have gone.She shook her head, refusing the image and
clearing her throat, suddenly tight and painful.“Marriage is not the answer, Lara. Do you really
think anyone with the means to help us would consider marrying the twenty-four-year-old, never-
seen-the-inside-of-a-London-ballroom daughter of the Wastrearl?”“Of course they would!”“No.



They would not. I’ve no skills, no training, no dowry, nothing but a houseful of women, most of
whom are in hiding, a handful of them illegally. How do you propose explaining such a thing to a
prospective suitor?” Lara opened her mouth to answer, but Isabel pressed on. “I’ll tell you. It’s
impossible. No man in his right mind would marry me and take on the burdens that I carry. And,
frankly, I am rather thankful for it. No. We shall just have to try a different tack.”“He would marry
you if you told him the truth, Isabel. If you explained it all.”Silence fell between them and Isabel
allowed herself to consider, fleetingly, what it would be like to have someone with whom she
could share all her secrets. Someone to help her protect the girls … and rear James. Someone
who would help her to shoulder her burden.She pushed the thought aside, immediately. Sharing
the burden of Minerva House would require sharing its secrets. Trusting someone to keep
them.“Must I remind you of the horrid creatures that Minerva House has shown to us? The ham-
fisted husbands? The villainous brothers and uncles? The men so deep in their cups they could
not find time to put food on the table for their children? And let us not forget my own father—
willing to sell his children for funds enough for another night on the town, unable to support his
estate, entirely willing to leave it penniless and without reputation for his child-heir.” She shook
her head firmly. “If I have learned one thing in my lifetime, Lara, it is that the lion’s share of men
are anything but good. And those who are tend not to be out searching the Yorkshire countryside
for spinsters like me.”“They cannot all be bad …” Lara pointed out. “You must admit, Isabel, the
girls who come to Minerva House—well—their tables must be the worst of the lot. Perhaps men
like the ones in there”—she indicated the magazine—“perhaps they are different.”“While I doubt
it, I shall give you the benefit of the doubt … but let us at least be honest with ourselves. I am not
exactly the type of woman who could land a lord. Let alone a lord deserving of a magazine
article to tout his exceptional qualities.”“Nonsense. You are lovely and smart. And incredibly
competent. And the sister to an earl—even better, an earl who hasn’t ruined his name yet,” Lara
said emphatically. “I am certain London’s Lords to Land would be quite enamored.”“Yes, well, I
am also two hundred miles north of London. I imagine that these particular lords have already
been landed—by a collection of lucky young ladies with subscriptions that do not travel by mail
coach.”It was Lara’s turn to sigh. “Perhaps not these lords. Perhaps the magazine is merely a
sign.”“A sign.”Lara nodded.“You think”—she paused to check the name of the magazine
—“Pearls and Pelisses … is a sign. Why do we even receive this rubbish? ”Lara waved a hand
dismissively. “The girls like it. And yes. I think it is a sign that you should consider marriage. To a
good man. One of means.”Isabel softened. “Lara, marriage would only bring more trouble upon
us. And even if it would not, do you really think good men of means are lining up in Dunscroft
waiting for me to sally into town? ”She opened the magazine, considering the description of Lord
Nicholas St. John, the first of London’s Lords to Land. “I mean, really. This man is the twin
brother to one of the wealthiest peers in Britain, rich in his own right, an exceptional equestrian,
an unmatched swordsman, and, it seems, handsome enough to send the ladies of the ton
running for their smelling salts.” She paused, looking impishly at Lara, “One wonders how the
female population of London remains conscious when he and his twin appear together in



public.”Lara giggled. “Perhaps they are kind enough to maintain a certain distance from each
other, for the safety and virtue of society.”“Well, that would be the right and proper thing for this
‘paragon of manhood’ to do.” “Paragon of manhood? ”Isabel read aloud, “Lord Nicholas is a
veritable paragon of manhood—handsome and charming, with an air of mystery about him that
sets fans and eyelashes fluttering. And the eyes, Dear Reader! So blue! Tell me again why this
magazine is so supremely edifying? ”“Well, not this particular article, obviously. What else does it
say? “ Lara craned her neck to read along.“But this lord is even more of a catch, Dear Reader!
Why, his legendary travels across not merely the Continent but also deep into the Orient have
both bronzed his skin and expanded his mind—no simpering misses will do for Lord Nicholas,
ladies, he will want a companion with whom he can converse! La!”“It does not say La!“ Lara
reached for the magazine in disbelief.“It does!” Isabel held it away. “La! Did we not profess to
have found the very best of London’s gentlemen for your consideration? ”“Well, I suppose that if
he is that incredible a man, la is as appropriate as any other exclamation.”“Mmm.” Isabel was
reading on silently now.“Isabel?” Lara leaned over to see what had captured her cousin’s
attention. “What is it?”At the fervent question, Isabel’s head snapped up. “Lara, you are right.”“I
am?”“This silly magazine is a sign!”“It is?” Lara was confused now.“It is!” Isabel stopped reading
and reached for a fresh piece of paper on which to write her letter.“But I thought …”“So did I.
Nevertheless, it is.”“But …” She paused, bemused, then said the first thing that came to mind.
“But … what about two hundred miles between here and London?”Isabel looked up at that. She
was quiet for a long while, tilting her head as she considered the words.“Well then, I shall have to
make a very convincing argument.”ThreeLesson Number OneDo not attempt to make too strong
of a first impression.To land your lord, you must be seen, but barely heard. Do not overdo with
conversation at first—you would not like to overwhelm him with your thoughts. While this might
seem challenging, do not fret, Dear Reader. Your quiet grace shall be more than enough to land
your lord.Pearls and PelissesJune 1823Nick had traveled extensively, and he prided himself on
his ability to see the value in even the most uninspiring of locations. He had spent years crossing
the Continent—not in Vienna or Prague or Paris or Rome—but in the unsung villages of Europe.
Afterward, he had traveled east, found gems in dingy Ottoman bazaars, embraced the simple
pleasure of the tiny communities of the remotest parts of the Orient.When he and Rock had
hiked slowly from Turkey through the mountain passes of Greece with nothing but the clothes on
their backs, Nick had spent weeks without hot food, without a bed, without a single luxury, and
he had still discovered his passion for antiquities. There had never been a place in which he
could not find a redeeming characteristic or two.But he was very near giving up on the village of
Dunscroft. There appeared to be little about the place that was worthy of note.Nick and Rock
stood together in the courtyard of the town’s only inn, waiting for their horses to be delivered.
They had been waiting for nearly a half an hour, and the village’s early bustle had given way to a
quiet, mid-morning laziness. Nick shifted his weight as he watched the door to the butcher’s
shop open and a gangly boy emerge. The boy’s arms were piled high with packages and he
dropped one awkwardly shaped parcel to the dusty ground almost immediately. When he turned



back to retrieve it, his pile tilted precariously.It was the most interesting thing that had happened
since they had arrived in the little Yorkshire village two evenings earlier.“A crown says he drops
another before he reaches the haberdasher,” Nick said.“Make it a sovereign,” Rock agreed.The
boy passed the shop without incident.“Are you ready to return to London yet?” Rock asked,
pocketing his winnings.“No.”“Will you at least consider leaving Yorkshire?”“Not unless we have
reason to believe she left Yorkshire.”Rock took a deep breath, rocking back on his heels. After a
long moment, he said, “It occurs to me that you are the one who is committed to finding the girl.
There is nothing in this place that is keeping me. Ankara was more accommodating than this
town.”Nick raised one dark eyebrow. “Ankara? I think that’s a bit extreme, considering our
accommodations when last we visited Turkey.”“Also your doing,” Rock grumbled. “We could at
least move to York. This inn—and I use the term loosely—is awful.”Nick smiled at that. “You
know, for a Turk, you really have become something of a dandy.”“It is called The Stuck Pig, for
God’s sake!”“Do you think we would find a more interestingly named establishment in York? ”“I
think we might well find a finer establishment there.”“Perhaps, but the last we heard, she was
headed here,” Nick said. “Where is your sense of adventure? ”Rock huffed in irritation, looking
toward the stables. “Lost, along with our horses. Where do you think this place is keeping them?
Bath? The only excuse for taking so much time to fetch a horse is death.”“Death of the horse? ”“I
was leaning toward death of the groomsman who went looking for it,” Rock said, and he was off,
heading for the stables, leaving Nick to turn his attention to the village of Dunscroft.They were
close.They had tracked Lady Georgiana across England to Yorkshire, where her course seemed
to disappear. They’d ridden north for a day, questioning anyone who might have had a chance to
witness a young woman traveling alone, and found nothing past Dunscroft, where a boy who
worked at the post remembered seeing a “lady like an angel” come off the mail coach. He could
not remember what happened to the angel in question, but Nick had quickly decided that she
hadn’t gone far. She was in Dunscroft. Or close to it.He was certain of it.With a deep breath, he
considered the little village that lined a single main street, where a church, an inn, and a simple
row of shops marked civilization. Across from the inn was the village commons, a small patch of
green that still bore an empty maypole from the May Day celebration that likely marked the most
exciting night of the year in Dunscroft. As he took in the commons, Nick’s attention was drawn to
a lone woman crossing them.She read as she walked, transfixed by the stack of papers she
carried, and the first thing Nick noticed was her ability to keep a straight line despite her obvious
lack of awareness of her surroundings.She was in mourning, clad in a simple black day dress, a
common enough design, if slightly out of fashion, but such a thing was to be expected,
considering their location. The dress indicated that she was very likely the daughter of some
local landed gentry, but her movements were unselfconscious enough to suggest that she was
no society miss.He watched her carefully, taking in her uncommon height—he didn’t think he’d
ever met a woman as tall as she was. Her quick, purposeful strides were entirely the opposite of
the mincing little steps that young ladies were taught to believe graceful. He could not resist
focusing on her skirts, which clung to her shapely legs with each long step. As she walked, the



hem of her dress kicked up, revealing plain walking boots—footwear chosen for function rather
than fashion.Her black bonnet sat low over her face, shielding her eyes from the sun. Between
the low brim of her hat and the placement of her reading material, Nick could not make out
anything more than the tip of what looked to be a very straight, very pert nose. Idly, he wondered
at the color of her eyes.She had nearly reached the street now, having crossed the entire
greensward without looking up once. He watched as she turned over a page, missing neither a
step of her journey nor a word of her correspondence. Her singular focus was fascinating—he
could not help but wonder what it might be like to be the object of such undivided attention.
Would she bring such purpose to everything that she did?SARAHMACLEANTenWays to
BeAdoredWhen Landing aLordSARAHMACLEANTenWays to BeAdoredWhen Landing
aLordFor Chiara,who went off to collegeand didn’t mind thatI stole her books.And her cat.For
Chiara,who went off to collegeand didn’t mind thatI stole her books.And her cat.ContentsPrologu
eOneTwoThreeFourFiveSixSevenEightNineTenElevenTwelveThirteenFourteenFifteenSixteenSe
venteenEighteenNineteenTwentyTwenty-oneTwenty-twoEpilogueRomances by Sarah
MacLeanCopyrightAbout the PublisherContentsPrologueOneTwoThreeFourFiveSixSevenEightN
ineTenElevenTwelveThirteenFourteenFifteenSixteenSeventeenEighteenNineteenTwentyTwenty-
oneTwenty-twoEpilogueRomances by Sarah MacLeanCopyrightAbout the Publisher“Why were
you hiding from me?”“I should think that would be rather clear.” When Nicholas did not respond,
Isabel continued, eager to fill the silence. “I was surprised by our … moment. I had not expected
to be so …”Nicholas was suddenly aware of their location—in the darkened attic, the rain
outside muffling all sounds, the warm, small space closing in around them. It was the perfect
place for a clandestine tryst.He took a step closer; they were scant inches from one another. “So
… ?”She sighed, resigned. “So … drawn to you.”He watched embarrassment flood her cheeks,
fierce and red. She spoke, the words coming fast. “I am sure it is just a passing phase. I think it is
best for you to leave. I shall find another way—”He reached out, his touch stemming the flow of
her words.He should not kiss her. He knew it.But she was like no woman he had ever known—
and he wanted to discover her secrets. More than that, he wanted her.He settled his lips to hers,
and she was his.“Why were you hiding from me?”“I should think that would be rather clear.”
When Nicholas did not respond, Isabel continued, eager to fill the silence. “I was surprised by
our … moment. I had not expected to be so …”Nicholas was suddenly aware of their location—
in the darkened attic, the rain outside muffling all sounds, the warm, small space closing in
around them. It was the perfect place for a clandestine tryst.He took a step closer; they were
scant inches from one another. “So … ?”She sighed, resigned. “So … drawn to you.”He watched
embarrassment flood her cheeks, fierce and red. She spoke, the words coming fast. “I am sure it
is just a passing phase. I think it is best for you to leave. I shall find another way—”He reached
out, his touch stemming the flow of her words.He should not kiss her. He knew it.But she was
like no woman he had ever known—and he wanted to discover her secrets. More than that, he
wanted her.He settled his lips to hers, and she was his.PrologueIt cannot be denied that there is
a veritable epidemic spreading among the young ladies of London—a tragic reality that ends in



nothing but the very worst possible scenario.We refer, of course, to spinsterhood.With so many
unmarried ladies in our fair city so unfortunately shaded from the brilliant sunshine of wedded
bliss, ‘tis nothing short of criminal that these promising young buds might never have the
opportunity to blossom! And so, Dear Reader, it is in the interest of public service that we have
compiled a list of time-tested solutions, oft proven to simplify the most daunting of tasks—that of
securing a husband.We humbly present, Lessons in Landing a Lord.Pearls and PelissesJune
1823Townsend Park'Dunscroft, YorkshireLady Isabel Townsend stood in the shabby receiving
room of the only home she had ever known, and willed the roaring in her ears to subside. She
narrowed her gaze on the pale, reedy man standing before her.“My father sent
you.”“Precisely.”“And would you mind repeating that last bit?” Surely she had misunderstood the
words that had tripped from the tongue of this most unwelcome visitor.He smiled, the expression
empty and unattractive. Isabel’s stomach flipped. “Indeed,” he drawled, the word coiling between
them in the suddenly too-small room. “We are betrothed.”“And by we … I take it that you mean
…”“You. And I. Are to be married.”Isabel shook her head. “I am sorry, you are … ?”He paused,
clearly unhappy with the idea that she had not been paying attention. “Asperton. Lionel
Asperton.”Isabel made a mental note to savor the unfortunate name at a later time. For now, she
must deal with the man. Who did not appear to be very clever. Of course, she had learned long
ago that the men of her father’s acquaintance were rarely men of intellect.“And how is it that we
became betrothed, Mr. Asperton?”“I won you.”Isabel closed her eyes, willing herself to remain
steady. To hide the anger and hurt that surged at the words. That always surged at the words.
She met his pale gaze once more. “You won me.”He did not even have the grace to feign
embarrassment. “Yes. Your father wagered you.”“Of course he did.” Isabel exhaled her frustration
on a little puff of breath. “Against? ”“One hundred pounds.”“Well. That’s more than
usual.”Asperton waved off the cryptic words, taking a step closer to her. His smile was cocksure.
“I won the round. You are mine. By rights.” He reached out a hand, tracing one finger down her
cheek. He lowered his voice to a whisper. “I think we shall both enjoy it.”She remained still, sheer
will keeping the shudder that threatened at bay. “I am not so sure.”He leaned in, and Isabel
became transfixed by the man’s lips—red and waxy. She edged away, desperate to maintain a
distance, as he said, “Then I shall have to convince you otherwise.”She twisted from beneath his
touch and their uncomfortable proximity, placing an old, fraying chair between them. A gleam
flashed in the man’s eyes as he followed her, moving closer.He liked the chase.Isabel was going
to have to end this. Now.“I am afraid you have traveled a very long way for nothing, Mr. Asperton.
You see, I am well past the age of majority. My father”—she paused, the word foul-tasting
—“should have known better than to wager me. It has never worked before. It certainly will not
work now.”He stopped his stalking, eyes widening. “He has done this before?”Too many times. “I
see that gambling away one’s only daughter once is fair play, but to do it multiple times, that
somehow offends your sensibilities? ”Asperton gaped. “Of course!”Isabel narrowed her gaze on
her would-be betrothed. “Why?”“Because he knew he would ultimately renege on the
wager!”The man was most definitely an acquaintance of her father.“Yes. That is obviously the



reason for this situation’s untenable offense,” Isabel said wryly, turning abruptly and opening the
door to the room wide. “I am afraid, Mr. Asperton, that you are the seventh man who has come to
claim me as his bride.” She could not help a smile at his surprise."And, as it is, you shall also be
the seventh man who shall leave Townsend Park unmarried.”Asperton’s mouth opened and
closed in quick succession—his fleshy lips reminding Isabel of a codfish.She counted to
five.They always exploded before she could reach five.“This will not stand! I was promised a
wife! The daughter of an earl!” His voice had gone high and nasal—the tone that Isabel had
always associated with the idle unpleasants who fraternized with her father.Not that she had
seen her father in half a dozen years.She crossed her arms, bestowing the man with her best
sympathetic look. “I imagine he hinted at a substantial dowry, as well? ”His eyes lit as though he
was finally understood. “Precisely.”She almost felt sorry for him. Almost.“Well, I am afraid that
there isn’t one of those, either.” His brow furrowed. “Would you care for tea? ”Isabel watched as
the slow-moving wheel of Asperton’s brain completed its rotation and he announced, “No! I do
not care for tea! I came for a wife and by God I shall leave with one! With you!”Attempting to
retain an air of calm, she sighed and said, “I had very much hoped that it would not come to
this.”His chest puffed out at the words, misunderstanding her meaning. “I am sure that you did.
But I will not be leaving this house without the wife I was promised! You belong to me! By
rights!”He lunged for her then. They always did. She stepped to the side, and he plunged
through the open doorway and into the entryway beyond.Where the women were waiting.Isabel
followed him into the foyer, watching as he straightened, as he took in the three women standing
there like well-trained soldiers, a wall of defense between him and the door to the house.
Certainly he’d never seen any women like this before.Of course, he would never realize that he
was looking at three women.Isabel had always found that men tended to see only what they
wanted to see.She watched as his gaze shifted from the cook, to the stable master, to the
butler.He turned on Isabel. “What’s this, then?”The stable master slapped her coiled horsewhip
against one thigh, the thwack of the leather causing Asperton to flinch. “We do not like you
raising your voice to a lady, sir.”Isabel watched as the angled notch at his thin throat quivered. “I
—I am …”“Well, one thing you are not is a gentleman, if the way you came lunging out of that
room is any indication.” The cook indicated the receiving room with her large, heavy rolling
pin.He looked to Isabel again, and she gave a little feminine shrug.“Surely you were not lunging
after Lady Isabel in such a manner.” This from the butler, who, perfectly pressed and cravatted,
lazily investigated the edge of the sabre she held. Isabel did her best not to look at the empty
spot on the wall from which the ancient—and likely very dull, indeed—sword had come.They
really did have a flair for the dramatic.“I—no!”There was a long moment of silence as Isabel
waited for a sheen of perspiration to take up residence on Mr. Asperton’s brow. She watched as
the rise and fall of his chest quickened, and only then decided to intervene.“Mr. Asperton was
just leaving,” she said, her tone infused with helpfulness. “Were you not, sir?”He nodded
nervously, mesmerized by Kate’s horsewhip, moving in slow, threatening circles. “I—I was.”“I
don’t think he’ll be returning. Will you, sir?”He did not reply for a long moment. Kate dropped the



soft leather of the whip to the ground, and the sudden movement shook him from his trance. He
snapped to attention and shook his head firmly. “No. I shouldn’t think so.”The tip of Jane’s sabre
hit the marble floor, sending a powerful clang through the large, empty space.Isabel’s eyes
widened, her voice lowering to a whisper. “I should think you would want to know such a thing,
sir.”He cleared his throat quickly, “Yes. Of course. I mean—no. I shan’t be back.”Isabel smiled
then, wide and friendly. “Excellent. I shall bid you adieu, then. I feel confident that you are able to
find your own way out?” She indicated the door, now flanked by the three women. “Farewell.”She
returned to the receiving room then, closing the door firmly behind her and moving to the
window just in time to see the maypole of a man hurry down the steps of the Park and clamber
onto his horse, riding away as though the hounds of hell were upon him.She released a long
breath.Only then did she allow the tears to come.Her father had wagered her away.Again.The
first time had hurt the most. One would think she would be used to such treatment by now, but
the truth of it surprised her, nonetheless.As though, someday, it all might be different. As though,
someday, he might be other than the Wastrearl.As though, someday, he might care for her.As
though, someday, anyone might care for her.For a moment, she allowed herself to consider her
father. The Wastrearl. A man who had left his children and his wife tucked away in the country
and returned to London to live a profligate, scandalous life. A man who had never cared: not
when his wife had died; not when his servants, unwilling to go another day without pay, had left
their positions en masse; not when his daughter had sent letter after letter asking for him to
return to Townsend Park and restore the country house to some semblance of its former glory—
if not for her, then for his heir.The one time he had returned…No. She would not think on it.Her
father. The man who stole her mother’s sprit. Who had robbed her brother, an infant, of a
father.Had he not deserted them, Isabel would never have taken responsibility for the estate.
She had risen to the challenge, doing her best to keep the house standing and food on the table.
While not fruitful, the estate had been able to just barely sustain its inhabitants and tenants while
her father had spent every last penny of the income from its lands on his scandalous
activities.There had been enough to eat, and the Wastrearl’s black reputation had kept curious
visitors from arriving on the steps of Townsend Park, allowing Isabel to populate the house and
its servants’ quarters however she wished, away from the prying eyes of the ton.But it did not
stop her from wishing that it had all been different.Wishing that she had had the chance to be
everything daughters of earls were born to be. Wishing that she’d been raised without a care in
the world. Without a doubt in her head that it would someday be her day to sparkle; that she
would one day be courted properly—by a man who wanted her for her, not as a spoil from a
game of chance.Wishing that she were not so very alone.Not that wishing had ever helped.The
door to the room opened and shut quietly, and Isabel gave a little self-deprecating laugh, wiping
the tears from her cheeks. Finally, she turned, meeting Jane’s knowing, serious gaze.“You
should not have threatened him.”“He deserved it,” the butler said.Isabel nodded. Asperton had
taken the place of her father in those final minutes. Tears pricked once more; she kept them at
bay. “I hate him,” she whispered.“I know,” the butler said, not moving from her place in the



doorway.“If he were here, I would happily kill him.”Jane nodded once. “Well, it seems that such a
thing will not be necessary.” She lifted one hand, revealing a square of parchment. “Isabel. The
earl … he is dead.”PrologueIt cannot be denied that there is a veritable epidemic spreading
among the young ladies of London—a tragic reality that ends in nothing but the very worst
possible scenario.We refer, of course, to spinsterhood.With so many unmarried ladies in our fair
city so unfortunately shaded from the brilliant sunshine of wedded bliss, ‘tis nothing short of
criminal that these promising young buds might never have the opportunity to blossom! And so,
Dear Reader, it is in the interest of public service that we have compiled a list of time-tested
solutions, oft proven to simplify the most daunting of tasks—that of securing a husband.We
humbly present, Lessons in Landing a Lord.Pearls and PelissesJune 1823Townsend
Park'Dunscroft, YorkshireLady Isabel Townsend stood in the shabby receiving room of the only
home she had ever known, and willed the roaring in her ears to subside. She narrowed her gaze
on the pale, reedy man standing before her.“My father sent you.”“Precisely.”“And would you mind
repeating that last bit?” Surely she had misunderstood the words that had tripped from the
tongue of this most unwelcome visitor.He smiled, the expression empty and unattractive. Isabel’s
stomach flipped. “Indeed,” he drawled, the word coiling between them in the suddenly too-small
room. “We are betrothed.”“And by we … I take it that you mean …”“You. And I. Are to be
married.”Isabel shook her head. “I am sorry, you are … ?”He paused, clearly unhappy with the
idea that she had not been paying attention. “Asperton. Lionel Asperton.”Isabel made a mental
note to savor the unfortunate name at a later time. For now, she must deal with the man. Who did
not appear to be very clever. Of course, she had learned long ago that the men of her father’s
acquaintance were rarely men of intellect.“And how is it that we became betrothed, Mr.
Asperton?”“I won you.”Isabel closed her eyes, willing herself to remain steady. To hide the anger
and hurt that surged at the words. That always surged at the words. She met his pale gaze once
more. “You won me.”He did not even have the grace to feign embarrassment. “Yes. Your father
wagered you.”“Of course he did.” Isabel exhaled her frustration on a little puff of breath. “Against?
”“One hundred pounds.”“Well. That’s more than usual.”Asperton waved off the cryptic words,
taking a step closer to her. His smile was cocksure. “I won the round. You are mine. By rights.” He
reached out a hand, tracing one finger down her cheek. He lowered his voice to a whisper. “I
think we shall both enjoy it.”She remained still, sheer will keeping the shudder that threatened at
bay. “I am not so sure.”He leaned in, and Isabel became transfixed by the man’s lips—red and
waxy. She edged away, desperate to maintain a distance, as he said, “Then I shall have to
convince you otherwise.”She twisted from beneath his touch and their uncomfortable proximity,
placing an old, fraying chair between them. A gleam flashed in the man’s eyes as he followed
her, moving closer.He liked the chase.Isabel was going to have to end this. Now.“I am afraid you
have traveled a very long way for nothing, Mr. Asperton. You see, I am well past the age of
majority. My father”—she paused, the word foul-tasting—“should have known better than to
wager me. It has never worked before. It certainly will not work now.”He stopped his stalking,
eyes widening. “He has done this before?”Too many times. “I see that gambling away one’s only



daughter once is fair play, but to do it multiple times, that somehow offends your sensibilities?
”Asperton gaped. “Of course!”Isabel narrowed her gaze on her would-be betrothed.
“Why?”“Because he knew he would ultimately renege on the wager!”The man was most
definitely an acquaintance of her father.“Yes. That is obviously the reason for this situation’s
untenable offense,” Isabel said wryly, turning abruptly and opening the door to the room wide. “I
am afraid, Mr. Asperton, that you are the seventh man who has come to claim me as his bride.”
She could not help a smile at his surprise."And, as it is, you shall also be the seventh man who
shall leave Townsend Park unmarried.”Asperton’s mouth opened and closed in quick succession
—his fleshy lips reminding Isabel of a codfish.She counted to five.They always exploded before
she could reach five.“This will not stand! I was promised a wife! The daughter of an earl!” His
voice had gone high and nasal—the tone that Isabel had always associated with the idle
unpleasants who fraternized with her father.Not that she had seen her father in half a dozen
years.She crossed her arms, bestowing the man with her best sympathetic look. “I imagine he
hinted at a substantial dowry, as well? ”His eyes lit as though he was finally understood.
“Precisely.”She almost felt sorry for him. Almost.“Well, I am afraid that there isn’t one of those,
either.” His brow furrowed. “Would you care for tea? ”Isabel watched as the slow-moving wheel
of Asperton’s brain completed its rotation and he announced, “No! I do not care for tea! I came
for a wife and by God I shall leave with one! With you!”Attempting to retain an air of calm, she
sighed and said, “I had very much hoped that it would not come to this.”His chest puffed out at
the words, misunderstanding her meaning. “I am sure that you did. But I will not be leaving this
house without the wife I was promised! You belong to me! By rights!”He lunged for her then.
They always did. She stepped to the side, and he plunged through the open doorway and into
the entryway beyond.Where the women were waiting.Isabel followed him into the foyer, watching
as he straightened, as he took in the three women standing there like well-trained soldiers, a wall
of defense between him and the door to the house. Certainly he’d never seen any women like
this before.Of course, he would never realize that he was looking at three women.Isabel had
always found that men tended to see only what they wanted to see.She watched as his gaze
shifted from the cook, to the stable master, to the butler.He turned on Isabel. “What’s this,
then?”The stable master slapped her coiled horsewhip against one thigh, the thwack of the
leather causing Asperton to flinch. “We do not like you raising your voice to a lady, sir.”Isabel
watched as the angled notch at his thin throat quivered. “I—I am …”“Well, one thing you are not
is a gentleman, if the way you came lunging out of that room is any indication.” The cook
indicated the receiving room with her large, heavy rolling pin.He looked to Isabel again, and she
gave a little feminine shrug.“Surely you were not lunging after Lady Isabel in such a manner.”
This from the butler, who, perfectly pressed and cravatted, lazily investigated the edge of the
sabre she held. Isabel did her best not to look at the empty spot on the wall from which the
ancient—and likely very dull, indeed—sword had come.They really did have a flair for the
dramatic.“I—no!”There was a long moment of silence as Isabel waited for a sheen of
perspiration to take up residence on Mr. Asperton’s brow. She watched as the rise and fall of his



chest quickened, and only then decided to intervene.“Mr. Asperton was just leaving,” she said,
her tone infused with helpfulness. “Were you not, sir?”He nodded nervously, mesmerized by
Kate’s horsewhip, moving in slow, threatening circles. “I—I was.”“I don’t think he’ll be returning.
Will you, sir?”He did not reply for a long moment. Kate dropped the soft leather of the whip to the
ground, and the sudden movement shook him from his trance. He snapped to attention and
shook his head firmly. “No. I shouldn’t think so.”The tip of Jane’s sabre hit the marble floor,
sending a powerful clang through the large, empty space.Isabel’s eyes widened, her voice
lowering to a whisper. “I should think you would want to know such a thing, sir.”He cleared his
throat quickly, “Yes. Of course. I mean—no. I shan’t be back.”Isabel smiled then, wide and
friendly. “Excellent. I shall bid you adieu, then. I feel confident that you are able to find your own
way out?” She indicated the door, now flanked by the three women. “Farewell.”She returned to
the receiving room then, closing the door firmly behind her and moving to the window just in time
to see the maypole of a man hurry down the steps of the Park and clamber onto his horse, riding
away as though the hounds of hell were upon him.She released a long breath.Only then did she
allow the tears to come.Her father had wagered her away.Again.The first time had hurt the most.
One would think she would be used to such treatment by now, but the truth of it surprised her,
nonetheless.As though, someday, it all might be different. As though, someday, he might be
other than the Wastrearl.As though, someday, he might care for her.As though, someday,
anyone might care for her.For a moment, she allowed herself to consider her father. The
Wastrearl. A man who had left his children and his wife tucked away in the country and returned
to London to live a profligate, scandalous life. A man who had never cared: not when his wife
had died; not when his servants, unwilling to go another day without pay, had left their positions
en masse; not when his daughter had sent letter after letter asking for him to return to Townsend
Park and restore the country house to some semblance of its former glory—if not for her, then for
his heir.The one time he had returned…No. She would not think on it.Her father. The man who
stole her mother’s sprit. Who had robbed her brother, an infant, of a father.Had he not deserted
them, Isabel would never have taken responsibility for the estate. She had risen to the challenge,
doing her best to keep the house standing and food on the table. While not fruitful, the estate
had been able to just barely sustain its inhabitants and tenants while her father had spent every
last penny of the income from its lands on his scandalous activities.There had been enough to
eat, and the Wastrearl’s black reputation had kept curious visitors from arriving on the steps of
Townsend Park, allowing Isabel to populate the house and its servants’ quarters however she
wished, away from the prying eyes of the ton.But it did not stop her from wishing that it had all
been different.Wishing that she had had the chance to be everything daughters of earls were
born to be. Wishing that she’d been raised without a care in the world. Without a doubt in her
head that it would someday be her day to sparkle; that she would one day be courted properly—
by a man who wanted her for her, not as a spoil from a game of chance.Wishing that she were
not so very alone.Not that wishing had ever helped.The door to the room opened and shut
quietly, and Isabel gave a little self-deprecating laugh, wiping the tears from her cheeks. Finally,



she turned, meeting Jane’s knowing, serious gaze.“You should not have threatened him.”“He
deserved it,” the butler said.Isabel nodded. Asperton had taken the place of her father in those
final minutes. Tears pricked once more; she kept them at bay. “I hate him,” she whispered.“I
know,” the butler said, not moving from her place in the doorway.“If he were here, I would happily
kill him.”Jane nodded once. “Well, it seems that such a thing will not be necessary.” She lifted
one hand, revealing a square of parchment. “Isabel. The earl … he is dead.”OneAnd what would
these lessons be, Dear Reader, without a prospective lord to land? The gentleman for whom you
have so diligently studied? The answer, of course, is that they would be nigh on useless.Are we
not, then, the very luckiest of ladies, that our fair city boasts the best and the brightest, the
charmed and the charming, a veritable treasure trove of bachelors—wealthy, willing, and
wandering lonely through our streets, wanting only for a wife!Finding these paragons of
gentlemanliness is a daunting task, but never fear, Dear Reader! We have assumed the job for
you—scoured the city for the lords most worthy of your invaluable, unbridled attention.Consider,
if you will, the first on our list of eminently landable lords …Pearls and PelissesJune 1823When
the blonde by the door winked at him, it was the very last straw.Lord Nicholas St. John sank
further into his seat, cursing under his breath. Who would have imagined that a superlative doled
out by an inane ladies’ magazine was enough to transform London’s female population into
clamoring fools?At first, he’d found it amusing—a welcome entertainment. Then the invitations
had begun to arrive. And when the clock in his St. James town house had barely struck two,
Lady Ponsonby had joined them, claiming to have business to discuss—something to do with a
statue she had recently acquired from Southern Italy. Nick knew better. There was only one
reason for a viper like Lady Ponsonby to come calling at a bachelor’s home—a reason Nick was
certain Lord Ponsonby would not find at all reasonable.So he had escaped, first to the Royal
Society of Antiquities, where he had sequestered himself in the library, far from anyone who had
ever heard of ladies’ magazines, let alone read one. Unfortunately, the journalist—Nick flinched
at the liberal use of the term—had done his research, and within the hour, the head footman had
announced the arrival of four separate women, ranging in age and station, all in dire need of a
consultation regarding their marbles—all of whom insisted that none but Lord Nicholas would
do.Nick snorted into his drink at the memory. Marbles, indeed.He had paid the footman
handsomely for his discretion and fled once more, this time with little dignity, through the rear
entrance to the Society and into a narrow, sordid alleyway that did little to enliven his disposition.
Tilting the brim of his hat down to shield his identity, he’d made his way to sanctuary—to the Dog
and Dove, where he had been ensconced in a dark corner for the last several hours.Well and
truly trapped.Ordinarily, when a voluptuous barmaid made eyes at him, he was more than willing
to consider her ample charms. But this particular woman was the fourteenth of her sex to have
overtly considered his charms that day, and he had had quite enough. He scowled, first at the
girl, then into his ale, feeling darker and more irritated by the minute. “I’ve got to get out of this
damned city.”The deep, rumbling laugh from across the table did not improve his mood.“Do not
doubt for one moment that I could have you shipped back to Turkey,” Nick said, his voice a low



growl.“I do hope you will not. I should hate to miss the conclusion of this entertaining theatre.”
His companion, Durukhan, turned and looked over his shoulder, dark eyes passing lazily over
the comely young woman. “Pity. She will not even consider me.”“Clever girl.”“More likely, she
simply believes everything she reads in her magazines.” Rock laughed as Nick’s scowl
deepened. “Come, Nick, how awful can it be? So the women of London have been publicly
apprised of your—eligibility.”Nick recalled the stack of invitations that awaited his return—every
one from a family with an unmarried daughter—and took a long drink of ale. Setting the pewter
mug down, he muttered, “How awful, indeed.”“I should take advantage of it if I were you. Now
you may have any woman you want.”Nick leveled his friend with cool blue gaze. “I did perfectly
well without the damned magazine, thank you.”Rock’s response was a noncommittal grunt as he
turned to wave the young barmaid over. An arrow shot from a bow, she arrived at their table with
speed and purpose. Leaning low over Nick to best display her voluptuous curves, she spoke in a
low whisper. “My lord? Do you have … needs?”“Do we, indeed,” Rock said.The brazen female
seated herself in Nick’s lap, leaning close. “I’ll be anythin’ you want, luv,” she said, low and sultry,
as she pressed her breasts against his chest. “Any-thin’ you want.”He extracted her arm from its
place around his neck and fished a crown from his pocket. “A tempting offer, to be sure,” he said,
pressing the coin into her hand and lifting her to her feet. “But I am afraid that I want only for
more ale. You had best look elsewhere for companionship this evening.”Her face fell for a split
second before she redirected her attention to Rock, considering his wide chest, brown skin, and
thick arms with an appreciative gaze. “Care for a go? Some girls don’t like ‘em dark, but I think
you’ll do just fine.”Rock did not move, but Nick noticed the tensing of his friend’s shoulders at the
blatant reference to his heritage. “Farther elsewhere,” the Turk said, flatly turning away from the
barmaid.She turned up her nose at their combined rebuff and left—to fetch more ale, Nick
hoped. As he watched her make her way across the room, he felt the keen attention of the other
women in the tavern. “They are predators. Every last one of them.”“It seems only right that the
bulan finally know what it is to be hunted.”Nick grimaced at the Turkish name and the long
history that came with it. It had been years since anyone had called him the bulan—the hunter.
The name meant nothing now; it was a leftover of his days in the East, deep in the Ottoman
Empire, when he’d been someone else—someone without a name—with only a skill that would
ultimately be his downfall.The irony was not lost on him. His time in Turkey had ended harshly
when a woman had set her sights upon him and he had made the mistake of allowing himself to
be caught, quite literally.He had spent twenty-two days in a Turkish prison before he had been
rescued by Rock and ferreted to Greece—where he had vowed to put the bulan to rest.Most of
the time, he was happy to have done so … appeased by the world of London, the business of
his estate, and his antiquities. But there were days when he missed the life.He much preferred
being hunter to hunted.“Women are always like this around you,” Rock pointed out, returning
Nick to the present. “You are merely better attuned to it today. Not that I have ever understood
their interest. You are something of an ugly bas—”“Angling for a pounding, are you?”The Turk’s
face split in a wide grin. “Sparring with me in a public house would not be the appropriate



behavior for such a paragon of gentlemanliness.”Nick’s gaze narrowed on his friend. “I shall risk
it for the pleasure of wiping that smile from your face.”Rock laughed again. “All this feminine
interest has addled your brain if you think you could take me down.” He leaned forward, resting
his arms on the table between them, underscoring his bulk. “What has happened to your sense
of humor? You would have found this vastly amusing if it had happened to me. Or to your
brother.”“Nevertheless, it has happened to me.” Nick surveyed the rest of the room and groaned
as the door to the pub opened and a tall, dark-haired man entered. The newcomer paused just
inside the room, scanning the heavy crowd, his blue eyes finally settling on Nick. One lone brow
rose in amusement and he began to weave his way through the throngs of people toward
them.Nick turned an accusing gaze on Rock. “You are asking to be returned to Turkey. Begging
for it.”Rock looked over his shoulder at the newcomer and grinned. “It would have been rather
unfriendly of me not to invite him to join in the amusement.”“What an immense stroke of good
luck. I confess, I had not thought I would be able to get near London’s Lord to Land,” a low,
amused voice drawled, and Nick looked up to find his twin brother, Gabriel St. John, the
Marquess of Ralston, towering above them. Rock stood and clapped Gabriel on the back,
motioning that he should join them. Once seated, Ralston continued, “Though I should have
expected to find you here …” He paused. “In hiding. Coward.”Nick’s brows knit together as Rock
laughed. “I was just pointing out that had you been named one of London’s Lords to Land, Nick
would have taken immense pleasure in your pain.”Gabriel sat back in his chair, grinning foolishly.
“Indeed, he would have. And yet your mood seems less than cheery, brother. Whatever for? ”“I
suppose you are here to revel in my discomfort,” Nick said, “But surely you have better things to
do. You do still have a new wife to entertain, do you not?”“Indeed, I do,” Gabriel said, his smile
softening. “Though, to be honest, she nearly pushed me out the door in her eagerness to find
you. She is hosting a dinner on Thursday evening and is reserving a seat for you both. She does
not want Lord Nicholas wandering wistfully through the streets that evening, wanting for a
wife.”Rock smirked. “It is entirely possible that he would have been doing just that without the
invitation.”Nick ignored his friend. “Callie reads the damned thing? “ He had hoped his sister-in-
law was above such things. If she had read it, there was no escape.Gabriel leaned forward. “This
week? We have all read it. You’ve brought respectability to the St. John name, Nick. Finally. Well
done.”The barmaid returned then, setting another round of drinks on the table; surprise flashed
in her eyes, followed quickly by pleasure as she looked to Nick, then Gabriel, then back again.
Twins were rare enough that strangers tended to stare when the St. John brothers ventured into
public together; Nick found he had no patience for her curiosity. He looked away as Gabriel paid
the girl handsomely, saying, “Of course, those women who coveted me must be thrilled to have a
second chance of sorts—title or no, you at least share my good looks. If a younger, lesser
version of them.”Nick’s blue gaze narrowed on his brother and friend, now guffawing like idiots.
Lifting his ale, he toasted the duo. “May you both go straight to hell.”His brother lifted his own
tankard. “I do believe it would be worth it to see you so put out. You know, it is not the worst of
things to be labeled an eligible bachelor, Nick. I can attest to the fact that marriage is not the



prison I once believed it to be. It is quite enjoyable, I find.”Nick leaned back in his chair. “Callie’s
turned you soft, Gabriel. Do you not recall the pain caused by clamoring mamas and cloying
daughters, all hoping to secure your attention? ”“Not remotely.”“That is because Callie was the
only woman willing to have you with your history of wickedness and vice,” Nick pointed out. “My
reputation is rather less tarnished than yours was—I am a far more valuable catch, Lord help
me.”“Marriage might do you well, you know.”Nick considered his ale long enough for his
companions to think that he might not reply. “I think we all know that marriage is not for
me.”Gabriel offered a small, noncommittal grunt. “I might remind you that the same was true for
me. Not all women are like the cold bitch who saw you nearly killed, Nick,” Gabriel said
firmly.“She was merely one of a long line of them,” Nick pointed out, drinking deep. “Thank you,
but I have learned to keep my women to the best of encounters—brief and unemotional.”“I
wouldn’t brag about brevity if I were you, St. John,” Rock said, flashing a wide grin at Gabriel
before he continued. “Your problem is not the women who choose you, but those whom you
choose. If you were not so easily wiled by those who play the victim, you might have better luck
with the fairer sex.”Rock had not said anything Nick did not already know. Since his youth, he’d
had a soft spot for women in need. And while he understood it to be one of his biggest
weaknesses—having brought more trouble than fortune upon him in his lifetime—he seemed
unable to resist the trait.So he kept his women at arm’s length. His rules were clear. No
mistresses. No regular assignations. And, most definitely, no wife.“Well, either way,” Gabriel said,
returning lightness to the conversation, “I shall enjoy myself immensely while you run the
gauntlet of this impressive superlative.”Nick paused, drinking deep before finally leaning back
and placing his hands flat on the table. “I am afraid I am going to have to disappoint you. I do not
plan to run the gauntlet at all.”“Oh? How do you expect to avoid the women of London? They are
huntresses of the highest caliber.”“They cannot hunt if their prey has gone to ground,” Nick
announced.“You are leaving? “ Gabriel did not look pleased. “To where? ”Nick shrugged. “I have
clearly overstayed London’s welcome. The Continent. The Orient. The Americas. Rock? You’ve
been itching for an adventure for months. Where would you like to go? ”Rock considered the
options. “Not the Orient. A repeat of the last time we were there is not tempting. I would rather
steer clear of it.”“Fair enough,” Nick conceded. “The Americas, then.”Gabriel shook his head.
“You would be gone for a year at least. Have you forgotten that we have a sister just out and in
need of a match? You will not leave me to deal with that sure-to-be-disastrous event simply
because you fear the attention of a handful of ladies.”“A handful!” Nick protested, “They are a
swarm.” He paused, considering his options. “I don’t really care where I go … as long as there
are no women there.”Rock looked alarmed. “None whatsoever? ”Nick laughed for the first time
that evening. “Well, not none, obviously. But would it be too much to ask that there be no women
who have read that ridiculous magazine? ”Gabriel raised a dark brow. “Very likely so.”“St.
John.”All three gentlemen turned at the sound of Nick’s name to find the Duke of Leighton
beside the table. Tall and broad, if Leighton hadn’t been a duke, the man would have made an
excellent Viking—fair-haired and stone-faced, he rarely smiled. But today, Nick noted that the



duke seemed even more stoic than usual.“Leighton! Join us.” Nick used one foot to capture a
nearby seat and drag it to the table. “Save me from these two.”“I’m afraid I cannot stay.” The
duke’s words were clipped. “I came looking for you.”“You and the female population of London,”
Gabriel said with a laugh.The duke ignored him, folding his giant frame into the seat and setting
his gloves on the scarred wooden table. Turning to face Nick, nearly blocking Rock and Gabriel
from the conversation, he said, “I’m afraid that you are not going to like what it is I have to ask of
you.”Nick waved the barmaid over with a tumbler of whisky, keenly aware of the distress in his
friend’s gaze.“Does it involve marrying him off?” Gabriel asked dryly.Leighton looked surprised.
“No.”“Then I would think that Nick would welcome your request.”The duke took a large gulp of
whisky and met Nick’s interest. “I’m not so sure. You see, I am not here for Nick. I am here for the
bulan.”There was a long silence as the words sank in around the table. Rock and Gabriel
stiffened, but did not speak, watching Nick carefully. Nick leaned forward, placed his forearms on
the scarred wood, and tented his fingers. He spoke quietly, his eyes not leaving Leighton.“I do
not do that any longer.”“I know. And I would not ask if I did not need you.”“Who?”“My sister. She’s
gone.”Nick sat back in his chair. “I don’t chase after runaways, Leighton. You should call Bow
Street.”Leighton’s frustration brought him forward in a rush of movement. “For Christ’s sake, St.
John. You know I can’t do that. It will be in the papers yesterday. I need the bulan.”Nick recoiled
from the word. He did not care for being the hunter once again. “I don’t do it any longer. You
know that.”“I’ll pay you whatever you ask.”Ralston laughed at that, drawing a growl from the duke.
“What’s so amusing about that?”“Only the idea that my brother would take payment. I don’t
imagine you’ve endeared him to your cause with that offer, Leighton.”The duke scowled. “You
know, Ralston, you were never the twin I preferred.”“Most people feel that way,” Ralston said. “I
assure you I am not overwrought at the idea. Indeed, I confess a modicum of surprise that you
are even here, deigning to speak with us, what with our ‘questionable stock'—isn’t that how you
refer to it?”“Gabriel, enough.” Nick stopped his brother from going too far into the past.Leighton
at least had the grace to be embarrassed.For many years, the St. John twins, though aristocracy
themselves, had been a primary outlet for young Leighton’s disdain. The scandal that had fallen
on the house of Ralston when the twins were young—their mother’s desertion of her husband
and family—had made them ideal prey for the more pristine families of the ton, and Leighton, in
their class at Eton, had never failed to remind them of their mother’s disreputable actions.Until
one day, Leighton went too far, and Nick had put him into a wall.Pounding a duke was not
something that the second son of a marquess could get away with at Eton; Nick would have
almost certainly been dismissed had he not been a twin—and Gabriel had taken responsibility
for the event. The future Marquess of Ralston had been sent home from term early, and Leighton
and Nick had come to a tentative truce, no one the wiser.The truce had become a friendship of
sorts—one that had blossomed in the upper years of Eton, and withered during the years when
Nick cut a swath across the Continent. Leighton had already ascended to the dukedom, and his
fortune had, in no small part, funded Nick and Rock’s expeditions into the dark recesses of the
Orient.Leighton had played an important role in making the bulan.But Nick was not that man any



longer.“What do you know? ”“Nick …” Rock spoke for the first time since the duke had arrived,
but Nick raised one hand. “Mere curiosity.”“I know she’s gone. I know she’s taken money and a
handful of things she considers invaluable.” “Why did she leave? “ Leighton shook his head. “I
don’t know.” “There’s always a reason.” “That may be … but I don’t know it.”“When?”“Two weeks
ago.”“And you only come to me now?”“She had planned a trip to see a cousin in Bath. It was ten
days before I realized she lied to me.”“Her maid?”“I terrified her into confessing that Georgiana
went north. She knew nothing else. My sister was very careful to cover her tracks.”Nick sat back
in his chair, mind racing, energy coursing through him. Someone had helped the girl. Was still
helping her if she’d not given up and returned to her brother. It had been years since he had
tracked someone—he’d forgotten the pleasure that came with a new search.But this was no
longer his life.He met the duke’s worried gaze. “She’s my sister, Nick. You must know that I
wouldn’t ask you if there were another way.”The words struck Nick to his core. He had a sister,
too. And he would do whatever it took to keep her safe.Damn.“My lord?”Nick turned at the
tentative, feminine voice, to find two young women standing nearby, watching him eagerly. Nick
spoke, wary. “Yes? ”“We—” one of them began to speak, then stopped, uncertain. The other
nudged her toward him.“Yes?”“We are fans.”Nick blinked. “Of?”“Of yours.” “Of mine.”“Indeed!”
The second girl smiled broadly and stepped closer, holding out what looked suspiciously like—
Nick swore under his breath.“Would you be willing to autograph our magazine? ”Nick held up a
hand. “I would, girls, but you’ve got the wrong brother.” He pointed to Gabriel. “That is Lord
Nicholas.”Rock snorted as the two shifted their attention to the Marquess of Ralston, a
dazzlingly handsome copy of their prey, and tittered their excitement.Gabriel instantly eased into
his role, turning a brilliant smile on the girls. “I would be happy to autograph your magazine.” He
took the journal and the pen they proffered and said, “You know, I must confess, this is the first
time I’ve ever drawn the attention of ladies when in the company of my brother. Ralston has
always been considered the more handsome of us.”“No!” the girls protested.Nick rolled his
eyes.“Indeed. Ask anyone. They’ll tell you it’s the marquess who is the best specimen. Surely
you’ve heard that.” He looked up at them with a winning smile. “You can admit it, girls. My
feelings shan’t be hurt.”Gabriel held up the magazine, displaying the cover, which boasted:
Inside! London’s Lords to Land! “Yes … there’s no question that this is going to do wonders for
my reputation. I’m so happy to see that it’s getting around that I’m on the hunt for a wife!”The girls
nearly expired from delight.Unamused, Nick looked to Leighton, “North, you said?”“Yes.”“North
is an enormous place. It could take us weeks to find her,” Rock warned.Nick looked to the pair of
females waiting excitedly at Gabriel’s elbow, then back to the men at the table.“I find myself
willing to make the trek.”OneAnd what would these lessons be, Dear Reader, without a
prospective lord to land? The gentleman for whom you have so diligently studied? The answer,
of course, is that they would be nigh on useless.Are we not, then, the very luckiest of ladies, that
our fair city boasts the best and the brightest, the charmed and the charming, a veritable
treasure trove of bachelors—wealthy, willing, and wandering lonely through our streets, wanting
only for a wife!Finding these paragons of gentlemanliness is a daunting task, but never fear,



Dear Reader! We have assumed the job for you—scoured the city for the lords most worthy of
your invaluable, unbridled attention.Consider, if you will, the first on our list of eminently landable
lords …Pearls and PelissesJune 1823When the blonde by the door winked at him, it was the
very last straw.Lord Nicholas St. John sank further into his seat, cursing under his breath. Who
would have imagined that a superlative doled out by an inane ladies’ magazine was enough to
transform London’s female population into clamoring fools?At first, he’d found it amusing—a
welcome entertainment. Then the invitations had begun to arrive. And when the clock in his St.
James town house had barely struck two, Lady Ponsonby had joined them, claiming to have
business to discuss—something to do with a statue she had recently acquired from Southern
Italy. Nick knew better. There was only one reason for a viper like Lady Ponsonby to come calling
at a bachelor’s home—a reason Nick was certain Lord Ponsonby would not find at all
reasonable.So he had escaped, first to the Royal Society of Antiquities, where he had
sequestered himself in the library, far from anyone who had ever heard of ladies’ magazines, let
alone read one. Unfortunately, the journalist—Nick flinched at the liberal use of the term—had
done his research, and within the hour, the head footman had announced the arrival of four
separate women, ranging in age and station, all in dire need of a consultation regarding their
marbles—all of whom insisted that none but Lord Nicholas would do.Nick snorted into his drink
at the memory. Marbles, indeed.He had paid the footman handsomely for his discretion and fled
once more, this time with little dignity, through the rear entrance to the Society and into a narrow,
sordid alleyway that did little to enliven his disposition. Tilting the brim of his hat down to shield
his identity, he’d made his way to sanctuary—to the Dog and Dove, where he had been
ensconced in a dark corner for the last several hours.Well and truly trapped.Ordinarily, when a
voluptuous barmaid made eyes at him, he was more than willing to consider her ample charms.
But this particular woman was the fourteenth of her sex to have overtly considered his charms
that day, and he had had quite enough. He scowled, first at the girl, then into his ale, feeling
darker and more irritated by the minute. “I’ve got to get out of this damned city.”The deep,
rumbling laugh from across the table did not improve his mood.“Do not doubt for one moment
that I could have you shipped back to Turkey,” Nick said, his voice a low growl.“I do hope you will
not. I should hate to miss the conclusion of this entertaining theatre.” His companion, Durukhan,
turned and looked over his shoulder, dark eyes passing lazily over the comely young woman.
“Pity. She will not even consider me.”“Clever girl.”“More likely, she simply believes everything she
reads in her magazines.” Rock laughed as Nick’s scowl deepened. “Come, Nick, how awful can
it be? So the women of London have been publicly apprised of your—eligibility.”Nick recalled the
stack of invitations that awaited his return—every one from a family with an unmarried daughter
—and took a long drink of ale. Setting the pewter mug down, he muttered, “How awful, indeed.”“I
should take advantage of it if I were you. Now you may have any woman you want.”Nick leveled
his friend with cool blue gaze. “I did perfectly well without the damned magazine, thank
you.”Rock’s response was a noncommittal grunt as he turned to wave the young barmaid over.
An arrow shot from a bow, she arrived at their table with speed and purpose. Leaning low over



Nick to best display her voluptuous curves, she spoke in a low whisper. “My lord? Do you have
… needs?”“Do we, indeed,” Rock said.The brazen female seated herself in Nick’s lap, leaning
close. “I’ll be anythin’ you want, luv,” she said, low and sultry, as she pressed her breasts against
his chest. “Any-thin’ you want.”He extracted her arm from its place around his neck and fished a
crown from his pocket. “A tempting offer, to be sure,” he said, pressing the coin into her hand and
lifting her to her feet. “But I am afraid that I want only for more ale. You had best look elsewhere
for companionship this evening.”Her face fell for a split second before she redirected her
attention to Rock, considering his wide chest, brown skin, and thick arms with an appreciative
gaze. “Care for a go? Some girls don’t like ‘em dark, but I think you’ll do just fine.”Rock did not
move, but Nick noticed the tensing of his friend’s shoulders at the blatant reference to his
heritage. “Farther elsewhere,” the Turk said, flatly turning away from the barmaid.She turned up
her nose at their combined rebuff and left—to fetch more ale, Nick hoped. As he watched her
make her way across the room, he felt the keen attention of the other women in the tavern. “They
are predators. Every last one of them.”“It seems only right that the bulan finally know what it is to
be hunted.”Nick grimaced at the Turkish name and the long history that came with it. It had been
years since anyone had called him the bulan—the hunter. The name meant nothing now; it was a
leftover of his days in the East, deep in the Ottoman Empire, when he’d been someone else—
someone without a name—with only a skill that would ultimately be his downfall.The irony was
not lost on him. His time in Turkey had ended harshly when a woman had set her sights upon
him and he had made the mistake of allowing himself to be caught, quite literally.He had spent
twenty-two days in a Turkish prison before he had been rescued by Rock and ferreted to Greece
—where he had vowed to put the bulan to rest.Most of the time, he was happy to have done so
… appeased by the world of London, the business of his estate, and his antiquities. But there
were days when he missed the life.He much preferred being hunter to hunted.“Women are
always like this around you,” Rock pointed out, returning Nick to the present. “You are merely
better attuned to it today. Not that I have ever understood their interest. You are something of an
ugly bas—”“Angling for a pounding, are you?”The Turk’s face split in a wide grin. “Sparring with
me in a public house would not be the appropriate behavior for such a paragon of
gentlemanliness.”Nick’s gaze narrowed on his friend. “I shall risk it for the pleasure of wiping that
smile from your face.”Rock laughed again. “All this feminine interest has addled your brain if you
think you could take me down.” He leaned forward, resting his arms on the table between them,
underscoring his bulk. “What has happened to your sense of humor? You would have found this
vastly amusing if it had happened to me. Or to your brother.”“Nevertheless, it has happened to
me.” Nick surveyed the rest of the room and groaned as the door to the pub opened and a tall,
dark-haired man entered. The newcomer paused just inside the room, scanning the heavy
crowd, his blue eyes finally settling on Nick. One lone brow rose in amusement and he began to
weave his way through the throngs of people toward them.Nick turned an accusing gaze on
Rock. “You are asking to be returned to Turkey. Begging for it.”Rock looked over his shoulder at
the newcomer and grinned. “It would have been rather unfriendly of me not to invite him to join in



the amusement.”“What an immense stroke of good luck. I confess, I had not thought I would be
able to get near London’s Lord to Land,” a low, amused voice drawled, and Nick looked up to
find his twin brother, Gabriel St. John, the Marquess of Ralston, towering above them. Rock
stood and clapped Gabriel on the back, motioning that he should join them. Once seated,
Ralston continued, “Though I should have expected to find you here …” He paused. “In hiding.
Coward.”Nick’s brows knit together as Rock laughed. “I was just pointing out that had you been
named one of London’s Lords to Land, Nick would have taken immense pleasure in your
pain.”Gabriel sat back in his chair, grinning foolishly. “Indeed, he would have. And yet your mood
seems less than cheery, brother. Whatever for? ”“I suppose you are here to revel in my
discomfort,” Nick said, “But surely you have better things to do. You do still have a new wife to
entertain, do you not?”“Indeed, I do,” Gabriel said, his smile softening. “Though, to be honest,
she nearly pushed me out the door in her eagerness to find you. She is hosting a dinner on
Thursday evening and is reserving a seat for you both. She does not want Lord Nicholas
wandering wistfully through the streets that evening, wanting for a wife.”Rock smirked. “It is
entirely possible that he would have been doing just that without the invitation.”Nick ignored his
friend. “Callie reads the damned thing? “ He had hoped his sister-in-law was above such things.
If she had read it, there was no escape.Gabriel leaned forward. “This week? We have all read it.
You’ve brought respectability to the St. John name, Nick. Finally. Well done.”The barmaid
returned then, setting another round of drinks on the table; surprise flashed in her eyes, followed
quickly by pleasure as she looked to Nick, then Gabriel, then back again. Twins were rare
enough that strangers tended to stare when the St. John brothers ventured into public together;
Nick found he had no patience for her curiosity. He looked away as Gabriel paid the girl
handsomely, saying, “Of course, those women who coveted me must be thrilled to have a
second chance of sorts—title or no, you at least share my good looks. If a younger, lesser
version of them.”Nick’s blue gaze narrowed on his brother and friend, now guffawing like idiots.
Lifting his ale, he toasted the duo. “May you both go straight to hell.”His brother lifted his own
tankard. “I do believe it would be worth it to see you so put out. You know, it is not the worst of
things to be labeled an eligible bachelor, Nick. I can attest to the fact that marriage is not the
prison I once believed it to be. It is quite enjoyable, I find.”Nick leaned back in his chair. “Callie’s
turned you soft, Gabriel. Do you not recall the pain caused by clamoring mamas and cloying
daughters, all hoping to secure your attention? ”“Not remotely.”“That is because Callie was the
only woman willing to have you with your history of wickedness and vice,” Nick pointed out. “My
reputation is rather less tarnished than yours was—I am a far more valuable catch, Lord help
me.”“Marriage might do you well, you know.”Nick considered his ale long enough for his
companions to think that he might not reply. “I think we all know that marriage is not for
me.”Gabriel offered a small, noncommittal grunt. “I might remind you that the same was true for
me. Not all women are like the cold bitch who saw you nearly killed, Nick,” Gabriel said
firmly.“She was merely one of a long line of them,” Nick pointed out, drinking deep. “Thank you,
but I have learned to keep my women to the best of encounters—brief and unemotional.”“I



wouldn’t brag about brevity if I were you, St. John,” Rock said, flashing a wide grin at Gabriel
before he continued. “Your problem is not the women who choose you, but those whom you
choose. If you were not so easily wiled by those who play the victim, you might have better luck
with the fairer sex.”Rock had not said anything Nick did not already know. Since his youth, he’d
had a soft spot for women in need. And while he understood it to be one of his biggest
weaknesses—having brought more trouble than fortune upon him in his lifetime—he seemed
unable to resist the trait.So he kept his women at arm’s length. His rules were clear. No
mistresses. No regular assignations. And, most definitely, no wife.“Well, either way,” Gabriel said,
returning lightness to the conversation, “I shall enjoy myself immensely while you run the
gauntlet of this impressive superlative.”Nick paused, drinking deep before finally leaning back
and placing his hands flat on the table. “I am afraid I am going to have to disappoint you. I do not
plan to run the gauntlet at all.”“Oh? How do you expect to avoid the women of London? They are
huntresses of the highest caliber.”“They cannot hunt if their prey has gone to ground,” Nick
announced.“You are leaving? “ Gabriel did not look pleased. “To where? ”Nick shrugged. “I have
clearly overstayed London’s welcome. The Continent. The Orient. The Americas. Rock? You’ve
been itching for an adventure for months. Where would you like to go? ”Rock considered the
options. “Not the Orient. A repeat of the last time we were there is not tempting. I would rather
steer clear of it.”“Fair enough,” Nick conceded. “The Americas, then.”Gabriel shook his head.
“You would be gone for a year at least. Have you forgotten that we have a sister just out and in
need of a match? You will not leave me to deal with that sure-to-be-disastrous event simply
because you fear the attention of a handful of ladies.”“A handful!” Nick protested, “They are a
swarm.” He paused, considering his options. “I don’t really care where I go … as long as there
are no women there.”Rock looked alarmed. “None whatsoever? ”Nick laughed for the first time
that evening. “Well, not none, obviously. But would it be too much to ask that there be no women
who have read that ridiculous magazine? ”Gabriel raised a dark brow. “Very likely so.”“St.
John.”All three gentlemen turned at the sound of Nick’s name to find the Duke of Leighton
beside the table. Tall and broad, if Leighton hadn’t been a duke, the man would have made an
excellent Viking—fair-haired and stone-faced, he rarely smiled. But today, Nick noted that the
duke seemed even more stoic than usual.“Leighton! Join us.” Nick used one foot to capture a
nearby seat and drag it to the table. “Save me from these two.”“I’m afraid I cannot stay.” The
duke’s words were clipped. “I came looking for you.”“You and the female population of London,”
Gabriel said with a laugh.The duke ignored him, folding his giant frame into the seat and setting
his gloves on the scarred wooden table. Turning to face Nick, nearly blocking Rock and Gabriel
from the conversation, he said, “I’m afraid that you are not going to like what it is I have to ask of
you.”Nick waved the barmaid over with a tumbler of whisky, keenly aware of the distress in his
friend’s gaze.“Does it involve marrying him off?” Gabriel asked dryly.Leighton looked surprised.
“No.”“Then I would think that Nick would welcome your request.”The duke took a large gulp of
whisky and met Nick’s interest. “I’m not so sure. You see, I am not here for Nick. I am here for the
bulan.”There was a long silence as the words sank in around the table. Rock and Gabriel



stiffened, but did not speak, watching Nick carefully. Nick leaned forward, placed his forearms on
the scarred wood, and tented his fingers. He spoke quietly, his eyes not leaving Leighton.“I do
not do that any longer.”“I know. And I would not ask if I did not need you.”“Who?”“My sister. She’s
gone.”Nick sat back in his chair. “I don’t chase after runaways, Leighton. You should call Bow
Street.”Leighton’s frustration brought him forward in a rush of movement. “For Christ’s sake, St.
John. You know I can’t do that. It will be in the papers yesterday. I need the bulan.”Nick recoiled
from the word. He did not care for being the hunter once again. “I don’t do it any longer. You
know that.”“I’ll pay you whatever you ask.”Ralston laughed at that, drawing a growl from the duke.
“What’s so amusing about that?”“Only the idea that my brother would take payment. I don’t
imagine you’ve endeared him to your cause with that offer, Leighton.”The duke scowled. “You
know, Ralston, you were never the twin I preferred.”“Most people feel that way,” Ralston said. “I
assure you I am not overwrought at the idea. Indeed, I confess a modicum of surprise that you
are even here, deigning to speak with us, what with our ‘questionable stock'—isn’t that how you
refer to it?”“Gabriel, enough.” Nick stopped his brother from going too far into the past.Leighton
at least had the grace to be embarrassed.For many years, the St. John twins, though aristocracy
themselves, had been a primary outlet for young Leighton’s disdain. The scandal that had fallen
on the house of Ralston when the twins were young—their mother’s desertion of her husband
and family—had made them ideal prey for the more pristine families of the ton, and Leighton, in
their class at Eton, had never failed to remind them of their mother’s disreputable actions.Until
one day, Leighton went too far, and Nick had put him into a wall.Pounding a duke was not
something that the second son of a marquess could get away with at Eton; Nick would have
almost certainly been dismissed had he not been a twin—and Gabriel had taken responsibility
for the event. The future Marquess of Ralston had been sent home from term early, and Leighton
and Nick had come to a tentative truce, no one the wiser.The truce had become a friendship of
sorts—one that had blossomed in the upper years of Eton, and withered during the years when
Nick cut a swath across the Continent. Leighton had already ascended to the dukedom, and his
fortune had, in no small part, funded Nick and Rock’s expeditions into the dark recesses of the
Orient.Leighton had played an important role in making the bulan.But Nick was not that man any
longer.“What do you know? ”“Nick …” Rock spoke for the first time since the duke had arrived,
but Nick raised one hand. “Mere curiosity.”“I know she’s gone. I know she’s taken money and a
handful of things she considers invaluable.” “Why did she leave? “ Leighton shook his head. “I
don’t know.” “There’s always a reason.” “That may be … but I don’t know it.”“When?”“Two weeks
ago.”“And you only come to me now?”“She had planned a trip to see a cousin in Bath. It was ten
days before I realized she lied to me.”“Her maid?”“I terrified her into confessing that Georgiana
went north. She knew nothing else. My sister was very careful to cover her tracks.”Nick sat back
in his chair, mind racing, energy coursing through him. Someone had helped the girl. Was still
helping her if she’d not given up and returned to her brother. It had been years since he had
tracked someone—he’d forgotten the pleasure that came with a new search.But this was no
longer his life.He met the duke’s worried gaze. “She’s my sister, Nick. You must know that I



wouldn’t ask you if there were another way.”The words struck Nick to his core. He had a sister,
too. And he would do whatever it took to keep her safe.Damn.“My lord?”Nick turned at the
tentative, feminine voice, to find two young women standing nearby, watching him eagerly. Nick
spoke, wary. “Yes? ”“We—” one of them began to speak, then stopped, uncertain. The other
nudged her toward him.“Yes?”“We are fans.”Nick blinked. “Of?”“Of yours.” “Of mine.”“Indeed!”
The second girl smiled broadly and stepped closer, holding out what looked suspiciously like—
Nick swore under his breath.“Would you be willing to autograph our magazine? ”Nick held up a
hand. “I would, girls, but you’ve got the wrong brother.” He pointed to Gabriel. “That is Lord
Nicholas.”Rock snorted as the two shifted their attention to the Marquess of Ralston, a
dazzlingly handsome copy of their prey, and tittered their excitement.Gabriel instantly eased into
his role, turning a brilliant smile on the girls. “I would be happy to autograph your magazine.” He
took the journal and the pen they proffered and said, “You know, I must confess, this is the first
time I’ve ever drawn the attention of ladies when in the company of my brother. Ralston has
always been considered the more handsome of us.”“No!” the girls protested.Nick rolled his
eyes.“Indeed. Ask anyone. They’ll tell you it’s the marquess who is the best specimen. Surely
you’ve heard that.” He looked up at them with a winning smile. “You can admit it, girls. My
feelings shan’t be hurt.”Gabriel held up the magazine, displaying the cover, which boasted:
Inside! London’s Lords to Land! “Yes … there’s no question that this is going to do wonders for
my reputation. I’m so happy to see that it’s getting around that I’m on the hunt for a wife!”The girls
nearly expired from delight.Unamused, Nick looked to Leighton, “North, you said?”“Yes.”“North
is an enormous place. It could take us weeks to find her,” Rock warned.Nick looked to the pair of
females waiting excitedly at Gabriel’s elbow, then back to the men at the table.“I find myself
willing to make the trek.”TwoTownsend ParkDunscroft, YorkshireIsabel considered the pale,
exhausted girl who sat before her on a low, narrow cot. She was barely old enough to be out, let
alone old enough to have traveled four days by mail coach to arrive on a strange doorstep in the
dead of night.Eyes wide with fear, the young woman stood, clutching a small traveling bag to
her.Isabel smiled. “You are Georgiana.”The girl did not move. Her expression did not change.“I
am Isabel.”Recognition flared in Georgiana’s blue eyes. “Lady Isabel?”Isabel came closer, warm
and welcoming. “The very same.”“I thought …”The smile turned into a grin. “Let me guess. You
thought I would be old? Wizened?”The girl half smiled. A good sign. “Perhaps.”“In that case, I
shall take your surprise as a great compliment.”The girl set down her bag and dropped into a
curtsy.Isabel stopped her. “Oh, please don’t. That will make me feel old and wizened. Sit.” Isabel
pulled over a small wooden stool to join her. “We don’t stand on ceremony here. And if we did, I
would be the one deferring to you. After all, I am a mere earl’s daughter and you …”Georgiana
shook her head, sadness in her expression. “Not anymore.”The girl missed home.Not many girls
who landed at Townsend Park missed where they came from.“How did you find us?”“My … a
friend. She said you took in girls. Said you could help.” Isabel nodded, encouraging. “My brother.
I couldn’t tell him …” Her voice cracked, making speech impossible.Isabel leaned forward,
taking the girl’s cold, shaking hands in her own. “You don’t need to tell me, either. Not until you



are ready.”I know that sometimes it is easier not to tell.Georgiana looked up, eyes wide and filled
with tears. “My friend … she said you would take care of us.”Isabel nodded. “And we shall.” The
girl slumped with relief. “I think you have come a long way. May I suggest that you try to sleep?
We shall have breakfast in the morning, and you can tell me anything you wish.”Within minutes,
Georgiana had slipped between the crisp, clean sheets of the narrow bed, a bed Isabel
imagined was likely far less grand than any in which the sister of the Duke of Leighton previously
had slept. Isabel watched for a few long moments to ensure that the girl was, indeed, asleep,
and slipped from the room.To find a collection of curious onlookers had assembled in the
hallway beyond.“Is she asleep?” Isabel’s cousin and closest friend, Lara, asked in a
whisper.Isabel nodded, waiting for the latch to click before turning back to her audience. “Why
isn’t this hallway properly lit?”“Because you cannot afford the candles.”Of course.“The sister of a
duke, Isabel?” Jane whispered the rhetorical question.“It shouldn’t matter who she is,” Gwen, the
cook, argued. “She needs us! We take in girls who need us.”“She cannot stay,” Kate announced
flatly, looking to the others for support.“Perhaps we could move this conversation away from the
poor girl?” Isabel whispered, motioning the whole group back down the hallway.“She cannot
stay!” Kate whispered again as they walked.“Yes, I believe you’ve made your position clear on
the subject,” Isabel said dryly.“It’s an enormous risk, Isabel,” Jane said when they were back at
the top of the stairs, as though Isabel had not thought of it herself.As though her heart were not
pounding with dread.Of course, it was a risk. One did not simply open one’s doors and offer
board to the sister of a duke—one of the most powerful men in England—without his
knowledge.This could end James.Her brother was only ten years old, a new earl, and he would
struggle to escape their father’s reputation. If the Duke of Leighton discovered his sister here—
discovered the women who were hidden here under the protection of the Earl of Reddich—
James would never survive the scandal.The others were right. She should turn the girl out. It
would be the responsible thing to do. It would protect them all.She looked from one woman to
the next, each of whom had come to Townsend Park under similar circumstances to the young
woman she had just left. She could have turned them all away. But she hadn’t. Settling on her
cousin, she asked, “Lara?”There was a beat, as Lara considered her words. “I know the rules,
Isabel. I know what we say. But … a duke. It will bring suspicion upon all of us. She … What if
someone comes looking for her? What if we are found? ”Isabel looked in the direction of the
room where she had left the sleeping girl. “I imagine that it is more a question of what shall
happen when someone comes looking for her. Sisters of dukes are not often allowed to go
missing.” She paused, then, “She is increasing.”Jane let out a low whistle.“Did she tell you that?”
Gwen asked.“She did not have to.”“Well,” Lara said, “obviously we cannot turn her out, then.”Kate
disagreed. “She’s no merchant’s daughter. No barkeep’s wife. Not even from landed gentry.
She’s an aristocrat, for heaven’s sake. She could be two aristocrats! We should send the girl
home to her aristocratic family.”“An aristocratic family is not always the solution, Kate. I know that
better than anyone.” Isabel thought of the deep, dark circles beneath the frail girl’s closed eyes,
the hollow cheeks that spoke volumes of this small, mysterious woman.This girl who was lost



and alone.It was enough for Isabel.“I’ve never turned a girl away. I shan’t start now. She has a
place here for as long as she needs one. We shall put her to work. James is in need of a new
governess. I am certain that she will do quite well.”Kate snorted. “Did you see her? I’d wager
she’s never done a day’s work in her life.”Isabel smiled then. “Neither had you when I took you in.
And now you’re the finest stable master this side of London.”Kate looked away, wiping one hand
down her breeches. “Sister to a duke,” she whispered.Isabel looked at the women crowded
around her—to Jane, her butler, who ran a house with the ease of any male servant trained for
years; to Gwen, a cook who could have been trained in the best kitchens in London for the pride
she took in her work; to Kate, who had a way with horses that rivaled that of the jockeys at Ascot.
Each of them had come to Townsend Park under similar circumstances to that of the sleeping
girl, each of them had been given room, board, and a chance for a future.And they had believed
that Isabel could face any challenge.Little did they know.She was just as scared. Just as
uncertain.She took a deep, steadying breath, and when she spoke, she did her best to infuse
her tone with confidence—prayed that the others would believe it. “She needs Minerva House.
And Minerva House shall rise to this challenge.”I hope.Isabel opened her eyes and shot straight
up in her chair.Her cousin Lara was standing on the other side of the earl’s desk. “Good
morning.”Isabel squinted at the windows, where a brilliant blue sky announced that she had slept
well into the morning. She looked back at Lara. “I fell asleep.”“Yes. I see that. Why did you not
attempt such a feat in your bed?”Isabel tilted her head back, the muscles of her neck and
shoulders screaming at the movement. “Too much to do.” She placed one hand to her cheek,
removing a small slip of paper from where it had become stuck in the night.Lara set a teacup
down on the desk and seated herself across from Isabel. “What could you possibly have had to
do that required you to forgo sleep?” She paused, distracted. “You have ink on your face.”Isabel
wiped her palm across her stained cheek, her gaze falling to the paper she had removed from
the same location. She considered the list she had drafted the night before.The immense list she
had drafted the night before.Her stomach flipped.She brushed a stray auburn lock back from her
face and returned it to its tight, practical home. Guilt washed over her as she was consumed with
the myriad of things that she had meant to do the previous night—after taking a quick nap.She
should have come up with a plan to secure the girls’ safety. She should have drafted a letter to
her father’s solicitor to confirm that there were no funds set aside for James’s education. She
should have written to the real estate office in Dunscroft to begin the search for a new house.
She should have begun reading the book on roof repair that was soon to be an emergency
text.She hadn’t done any of that, however. Instead, she’d slept.“You need rest.”“I’ve had plenty of
rest.” Isabel started to organize the papers on the desk, taking note of a new pile of envelopes
there. “Where did these come from?” She lifted the letters, revealing a ladies’ magazine that had
come for the girls. She registered the headline: Inside! London’s Lords to Land! and rolled her
eyes before returning the envelopes to their place.“With the post this morning. Before you open
them—”Isabel lifted a letter opener and looked at Lara. “Yes?”“We should talk about
James.”“What now? ”“He has been hiding from his lessons.”“I am not surprised. I shall talk to



him. Has he even met the new governess?”“Not exactly.”The words were a signal. “How, exactly,
Lara? ”“Well, Kate found him watching her in her bath.”Isabel leaned forward. “I don’t suppose
you mean he was watching Kate in her bath? ”Lara laughed. “Can you imagine how that would
have gone? She would have skinned him.”“I just might skin him myself! He’s an earl now! He
shall have to behave as one! Watching the new girl in her bath? What on earth? What would
possess him—”“He may be an earl, Isabel, but he is a boy first. You think he is not curious? ”“He
grew up in a house full of women. No. I would think he would be entirely disinterested.”“Well, he
isn’t. In fact, I think there’s no question that James is interested. He needs someone with whom
to discuss such interests.”“He can speak to me!”Lara gave Isabel a disbelieving look. “Isabel.”
“He can!”“You are a marvelous sister. But he cannot discuss such interests with you.”There was
silence as Isabel considered the words. Of course he couldn’t. He was a ten-year-old boy with
no one to help him understand his world and he needed a man with whom he could discuss
such … male … things.She sighed. “I must find a way to get James to school. I plan to send a
letter to my father’s solicitor about that very thing today. Not that there will be money to arrange
it.” She paused. “Alternatively, perhaps the new guardian of the estate will arrive bearing
knowledge only those of his gender can impart.”They had been waiting for word of Oliver, Lord
Densmore, the mysterious and missing guardian named in her father’s will, since they had
learned of the earl’s death. It had been just over a week now, and every day that went by without
news, Isabel breathed a bit easier.His specter loomed nonetheless, for if the Wastrearl had
appointed him, it seemed that Lord Densmore would very likely be precisely the sort of guardian
they would all prefer not to have.“There is something else.”There always was.Isabel winced at
the thought. “About James?”“No. About you.” Lara leaned forward in her chair. “I know why you
fell asleep here instead of taking yourself to bed. I know you are concerned about our future.
About finances. About James. About Minerva House.” Isabel started to shake her head. “Do not
insult me by feigning ignorance. I have known you for your entire life. Lived with you for six years.
I know you are worried.”Isabel opened her mouth to speak, then closed it. Lara was, of course,
right. Isabel was worried. She was worried that the dire financial straits of the estate would keep
James from going to school, from learning to be an earl, from restoring some semblance of
honor to the earldom. She was terrified that his new guardian would never show his face—and
his finances. Almost as terrified as she was that he would arrive and close Minerva House—
casting out the women she had worked so hard to keep safe.The women who needed her.The
roof was leaking, they’d lost seven sheep through the fence at the western edge of the Park that
week, and Isabel hadn’t a farthing to her name. She was going to have to send some of the girls
away if she could not find a solution.“I don’t suppose the earl left any money,” Lara said softly. It
was the first time any of the other residents of the Park had spoken of their combined
situation.Isabel shook her head, feeling frustration surge at the question. “Everything is
gone.”Everything that had not been entailed to the future Earl of Reddich.Her father had not
even cared enough to ensure that his children were cared for—that his heir would be cared for. It
had taken her half an hour to convince the solicitor who had arrived a day after the news of her



father’s death that she could understand the finances of the estate well enough for him to
explain their situation to her.As though being impoverished were a complicated state of
affairs.The Wastrearl had gambled everything away—the house in town, the carriages, the
furniture, the horses … his daughter. There was nothing left. Nothing but what was now James’s
by right…And what was Isabel’s to sell.A pang of sadness flared in her chest.Her brother had
not had the father or the mother or the upbringing that the earldom should have promised him
but he would have an earldom. And she would do what she could to keep it afloat.A dead earl.A
child heir.A crumbling estate.Two dozen mouths to feed, all of which were required to remain
well hidden.She had never felt so panicked in her life.If only she hadn’t slept the night before,
she might have already devised a plan for them all to be saved.She just needed time.Closing her
eyes, Isabel took a deep, steadying breath. “It is not your concern, Lara,” she said firmly, refusing
to show her thoughts, “I shall make certain that we are well taken care of.”Lara’s gaze softened.
“Of course you shall. None of us have doubted such for a moment.”Of course they hadn’t. No
one ever doubted Isabel’s strength. Not even when they should. Not even when she was holding
the whole thing together by a thread.She stood and went to the window, looking out at the once-
lush and fertile Townsend land. Now the fields were overgrown and untilled, and the livestock
had dwindled to a pittance.“Are the girls worried?”“No. I do not think that it has crossed their
minds that they might all be tossed out on their ears.”Isabel’s heart raced at the words. “They
shan’t be tossed out. Never say such things again.”Lara had followed her. “Of course they
shan’t.”They might be. Isabel heard the words as though they had been spoken aloud.Isabel
turned quickly, her skirts swirling around her ankles as she raised a finger, wagging it in front of
Lara’s nose. “I shall think of something. We shall find some money. I shall move them all to
another house. It is not as though this one is any kind of prize.”“Minerva House the second,” Lara
said.“Precisely.”“A capital idea.”Isabel huffed at her cousin’s tone. “You needn’t agree simply to
appease me.”“Fair enough,” Lara said. “Do you have a stash of money stored somewhere?
Because last I’d heard, houses that accommodated two dozen women required funds.”“Yes.
Well. That is the part of the plan that I have not quite worked out.” Isabel crossed the room to the
door, then turned back, pacing to her desk. She sat there, staring at the papers strewn across
the enormous tabletop, where three generations of Reddich earls had sat. After a long silence,
she said, “There is only one way to ensure that we’ve the funds to stay afloat.”“Which is?”She
took a deep breath.“I will sell the marbles.” There was a roaring in her ears as she spoke the
words—as though, if she did not hear them, they had not been said.“Isabel …” Lara shook her
head.Please don’t fight this, Lara. I do not have the strength. “It’s silly to keep them. No one is
enjoying them.”“You enjoy them.”“They are a luxury I can no longer afford.”“No. They are the only
luxury you’ve ever had.”As if she didn’t know that.“Do you have a better solution?”“Maybe,” Lara
hedged. “Maybe you should consider … maybe you should think about marriage.”“Are you
suggesting that I should have accepted one of the myriad of oafs who has passed through over
the years after having won me in a game of chance? ”Lara’s eyes widened. “Oh, my, no! Not one
of them. Never one of them. No one who knew your father. I’m suggesting someone else.



Someone … good. And if he is wealthy, well then, all the better.”Isabel lifted the magazine she
had seen earlier. “Are you suggesting I try my hand at landing a lord, cousin? ”Color flared on
Lara’s cheeks. “You cannot deny that a smart match is not the worst thing that could happen to
you.”Isabel shook her head. Marriage was not the answer. She was willing to swallow a bitter pill
or two to save this house, and the women in it, but she would not sacrifice her freedom, her
sanity, or her person for them. She did not care if it was a solution or not.Selfish.The word
burned, echoing in her head as though it had been spoken seconds rather than years ago.
Isabel knew that if she closed her eyes, she would see her mother, face contorted in anguish,
flinging it like a dagger.You should have let him marry you off, you selfish beast. He would have
stayed if you had. And you would have gone.She shook her head, refusing the image and
clearing her throat, suddenly tight and painful.“Marriage is not the answer, Lara. Do you really
think anyone with the means to help us would consider marrying the twenty-four-year-old, never-
seen-the-inside-of-a-London-ballroom daughter of the Wastrearl?”“Of course they would!”“No.
They would not. I’ve no skills, no training, no dowry, nothing but a houseful of women, most of
whom are in hiding, a handful of them illegally. How do you propose explaining such a thing to a
prospective suitor?” Lara opened her mouth to answer, but Isabel pressed on. “I’ll tell you. It’s
impossible. No man in his right mind would marry me and take on the burdens that I carry. And,
frankly, I am rather thankful for it. No. We shall just have to try a different tack.”“He would marry
you if you told him the truth, Isabel. If you explained it all.”Silence fell between them and Isabel
allowed herself to consider, fleetingly, what it would be like to have someone with whom she
could share all her secrets. Someone to help her protect the girls … and rear James. Someone
who would help her to shoulder her burden.She pushed the thought aside, immediately. Sharing
the burden of Minerva House would require sharing its secrets. Trusting someone to keep
them.“Must I remind you of the horrid creatures that Minerva House has shown to us? The ham-
fisted husbands? The villainous brothers and uncles? The men so deep in their cups they could
not find time to put food on the table for their children? And let us not forget my own father—
willing to sell his children for funds enough for another night on the town, unable to support his
estate, entirely willing to leave it penniless and without reputation for his child-heir.” She shook
her head firmly. “If I have learned one thing in my lifetime, Lara, it is that the lion’s share of men
are anything but good. And those who are tend not to be out searching the Yorkshire countryside
for spinsters like me.”“They cannot all be bad …” Lara pointed out. “You must admit, Isabel, the
girls who come to Minerva House—well—their tables must be the worst of the lot. Perhaps men
like the ones in there”—she indicated the magazine—“perhaps they are different.”“While I doubt
it, I shall give you the benefit of the doubt … but let us at least be honest with ourselves. I am not
exactly the type of woman who could land a lord. Let alone a lord deserving of a magazine
article to tout his exceptional qualities.”“Nonsense. You are lovely and smart. And incredibly
competent. And the sister to an earl—even better, an earl who hasn’t ruined his name yet,” Lara
said emphatically. “I am certain London’s Lords to Land would be quite enamored.”“Yes, well, I
am also two hundred miles north of London. I imagine that these particular lords have already



been landed—by a collection of lucky young ladies with subscriptions that do not travel by mail
coach.”It was Lara’s turn to sigh. “Perhaps not these lords. Perhaps the magazine is merely a
sign.”“A sign.”Lara nodded.“You think”—she paused to check the name of the magazine
—“Pearls and Pelisses … is a sign. Why do we even receive this rubbish? ”Lara waved a hand
dismissively. “The girls like it. And yes. I think it is a sign that you should consider marriage. To a
good man. One of means.”Isabel softened. “Lara, marriage would only bring more trouble upon
us. And even if it would not, do you really think good men of means are lining up in Dunscroft
waiting for me to sally into town? ”She opened the magazine, considering the description of Lord
Nicholas St. John, the first of London’s Lords to Land. “I mean, really. This man is the twin
brother to one of the wealthiest peers in Britain, rich in his own right, an exceptional equestrian,
an unmatched swordsman, and, it seems, handsome enough to send the ladies of the ton
running for their smelling salts.” She paused, looking impishly at Lara, “One wonders how the
female population of London remains conscious when he and his twin appear together in
public.”Lara giggled. “Perhaps they are kind enough to maintain a certain distance from each
other, for the safety and virtue of society.”“Well, that would be the right and proper thing for this
‘paragon of manhood’ to do.” “Paragon of manhood? ”Isabel read aloud, “Lord Nicholas is a
veritable paragon of manhood—handsome and charming, with an air of mystery about him that
sets fans and eyelashes fluttering. And the eyes, Dear Reader! So blue! Tell me again why this
magazine is so supremely edifying? ”“Well, not this particular article, obviously. What else does it
say? “ Lara craned her neck to read along.“But this lord is even more of a catch, Dear Reader!
Why, his legendary travels across not merely the Continent but also deep into the Orient have
both bronzed his skin and expanded his mind—no simpering misses will do for Lord Nicholas,
ladies, he will want a companion with whom he can converse! La!”“It does not say La!“ Lara
reached for the magazine in disbelief.“It does!” Isabel held it away. “La! Did we not profess to
have found the very best of London’s gentlemen for your consideration? ”“Well, I suppose that if
he is that incredible a man, la is as appropriate as any other exclamation.”“Mmm.” Isabel was
reading on silently now.“Isabel?” Lara leaned over to see what had captured her cousin’s
attention. “What is it?”At the fervent question, Isabel’s head snapped up. “Lara, you are right.”“I
am?”“This silly magazine is a sign!”“It is?” Lara was confused now.“It is!” Isabel stopped reading
and reached for a fresh piece of paper on which to write her letter.“But I thought …”“So did I.
Nevertheless, it is.”“But …” She paused, bemused, then said the first thing that came to mind.
“But … what about two hundred miles between here and London?”Isabel looked up at that. She
was quiet for a long while, tilting her head as she considered the words.“Well then, I shall have to
make a very convincing argument.”TwoTownsend ParkDunscroft, YorkshireIsabel considered the
pale, exhausted girl who sat before her on a low, narrow cot. She was barely old enough to be
out, let alone old enough to have traveled four days by mail coach to arrive on a strange
doorstep in the dead of night.Eyes wide with fear, the young woman stood, clutching a small
traveling bag to her.Isabel smiled. “You are Georgiana.”The girl did not move. Her expression did
not change.“I am Isabel.”Recognition flared in Georgiana’s blue eyes. “Lady Isabel?”Isabel came



closer, warm and welcoming. “The very same.”“I thought …”The smile turned into a grin. “Let me
guess. You thought I would be old? Wizened?”The girl half smiled. A good sign. “Perhaps.”“In
that case, I shall take your surprise as a great compliment.”The girl set down her bag and
dropped into a curtsy.Isabel stopped her. “Oh, please don’t. That will make me feel old and
wizened. Sit.” Isabel pulled over a small wooden stool to join her. “We don’t stand on ceremony
here. And if we did, I would be the one deferring to you. After all, I am a mere earl’s daughter and
you …”Georgiana shook her head, sadness in her expression. “Not anymore.”The girl missed
home.Not many girls who landed at Townsend Park missed where they came from.“How did you
find us?”“My … a friend. She said you took in girls. Said you could help.” Isabel nodded,
encouraging. “My brother. I couldn’t tell him …” Her voice cracked, making speech
impossible.Isabel leaned forward, taking the girl’s cold, shaking hands in her own. “You don’t
need to tell me, either. Not until you are ready.”I know that sometimes it is easier not to
tell.Georgiana looked up, eyes wide and filled with tears. “My friend … she said you would take
care of us.”Isabel nodded. “And we shall.” The girl slumped with relief. “I think you have come a
long way. May I suggest that you try to sleep? We shall have breakfast in the morning, and you
can tell me anything you wish.”Within minutes, Georgiana had slipped between the crisp, clean
sheets of the narrow bed, a bed Isabel imagined was likely far less grand than any in which the
sister of the Duke of Leighton previously had slept. Isabel watched for a few long moments to
ensure that the girl was, indeed, asleep, and slipped from the room.To find a collection of curious
onlookers had assembled in the hallway beyond.“Is she asleep?” Isabel’s cousin and closest
friend, Lara, asked in a whisper.Isabel nodded, waiting for the latch to click before turning back
to her audience. “Why isn’t this hallway properly lit?”“Because you cannot afford the candles.”Of
course.“The sister of a duke, Isabel?” Jane whispered the rhetorical question.“It shouldn’t matter
who she is,” Gwen, the cook, argued. “She needs us! We take in girls who need us.”“She cannot
stay,” Kate announced flatly, looking to the others for support.“Perhaps we could move this
conversation away from the poor girl?” Isabel whispered, motioning the whole group back down
the hallway.“She cannot stay!” Kate whispered again as they walked.“Yes, I believe you’ve made
your position clear on the subject,” Isabel said dryly.“It’s an enormous risk, Isabel,” Jane said
when they were back at the top of the stairs, as though Isabel had not thought of it herself.As
though her heart were not pounding with dread.Of course, it was a risk. One did not simply open
one’s doors and offer board to the sister of a duke—one of the most powerful men in England—
without his knowledge.This could end James.Her brother was only ten years old, a new earl, and
he would struggle to escape their father’s reputation. If the Duke of Leighton discovered his
sister here—discovered the women who were hidden here under the protection of the Earl of
Reddich—James would never survive the scandal.The others were right. She should turn the girl
out. It would be the responsible thing to do. It would protect them all.She looked from one
woman to the next, each of whom had come to Townsend Park under similar circumstances to
the young woman she had just left. She could have turned them all away. But she hadn’t. Settling
on her cousin, she asked, “Lara?”There was a beat, as Lara considered her words. “I know the



rules, Isabel. I know what we say. But … a duke. It will bring suspicion upon all of us. She …
What if someone comes looking for her? What if we are found? ”Isabel looked in the direction of
the room where she had left the sleeping girl. “I imagine that it is more a question of what shall
happen when someone comes looking for her. Sisters of dukes are not often allowed to go
missing.” She paused, then, “She is increasing.”Jane let out a low whistle.“Did she tell you that?”
Gwen asked.“She did not have to.”“Well,” Lara said, “obviously we cannot turn her out, then.”Kate
disagreed. “She’s no merchant’s daughter. No barkeep’s wife. Not even from landed gentry.
She’s an aristocrat, for heaven’s sake. She could be two aristocrats! We should send the girl
home to her aristocratic family.”“An aristocratic family is not always the solution, Kate. I know that
better than anyone.” Isabel thought of the deep, dark circles beneath the frail girl’s closed eyes,
the hollow cheeks that spoke volumes of this small, mysterious woman.This girl who was lost
and alone.It was enough for Isabel.“I’ve never turned a girl away. I shan’t start now. She has a
place here for as long as she needs one. We shall put her to work. James is in need of a new
governess. I am certain that she will do quite well.”Kate snorted. “Did you see her? I’d wager
she’s never done a day’s work in her life.”Isabel smiled then. “Neither had you when I took you in.
And now you’re the finest stable master this side of London.”Kate looked away, wiping one hand
down her breeches. “Sister to a duke,” she whispered.Isabel looked at the women crowded
around her—to Jane, her butler, who ran a house with the ease of any male servant trained for
years; to Gwen, a cook who could have been trained in the best kitchens in London for the pride
she took in her work; to Kate, who had a way with horses that rivaled that of the jockeys at Ascot.
Each of them had come to Townsend Park under similar circumstances to that of the sleeping
girl, each of them had been given room, board, and a chance for a future.And they had believed
that Isabel could face any challenge.Little did they know.She was just as scared. Just as
uncertain.She took a deep, steadying breath, and when she spoke, she did her best to infuse
her tone with confidence—prayed that the others would believe it. “She needs Minerva House.
And Minerva House shall rise to this challenge.”I hope.Isabel opened her eyes and shot straight
up in her chair.Her cousin Lara was standing on the other side of the earl’s desk. “Good
morning.”Isabel squinted at the windows, where a brilliant blue sky announced that she had slept
well into the morning. She looked back at Lara. “I fell asleep.”“Yes. I see that. Why did you not
attempt such a feat in your bed?”Isabel tilted her head back, the muscles of her neck and
shoulders screaming at the movement. “Too much to do.” She placed one hand to her cheek,
removing a small slip of paper from where it had become stuck in the night.Lara set a teacup
down on the desk and seated herself across from Isabel. “What could you possibly have had to
do that required you to forgo sleep?” She paused, distracted. “You have ink on your face.”Isabel
wiped her palm across her stained cheek, her gaze falling to the paper she had removed from
the same location. She considered the list she had drafted the night before.The immense list she
had drafted the night before.Her stomach flipped.She brushed a stray auburn lock back from her
face and returned it to its tight, practical home. Guilt washed over her as she was consumed with
the myriad of things that she had meant to do the previous night—after taking a quick nap.She



should have come up with a plan to secure the girls’ safety. She should have drafted a letter to
her father’s solicitor to confirm that there were no funds set aside for James’s education. She
should have written to the real estate office in Dunscroft to begin the search for a new house.
She should have begun reading the book on roof repair that was soon to be an emergency
text.She hadn’t done any of that, however. Instead, she’d slept.“You need rest.”“I’ve had plenty of
rest.” Isabel started to organize the papers on the desk, taking note of a new pile of envelopes
there. “Where did these come from?” She lifted the letters, revealing a ladies’ magazine that had
come for the girls. She registered the headline: Inside! London’s Lords to Land! and rolled her
eyes before returning the envelopes to their place.“With the post this morning. Before you open
them—”Isabel lifted a letter opener and looked at Lara. “Yes?”“We should talk about
James.”“What now? ”“He has been hiding from his lessons.”“I am not surprised. I shall talk to
him. Has he even met the new governess?”“Not exactly.”The words were a signal. “How, exactly,
Lara? ”“Well, Kate found him watching her in her bath.”Isabel leaned forward. “I don’t suppose
you mean he was watching Kate in her bath? ”Lara laughed. “Can you imagine how that would
have gone? She would have skinned him.”“I just might skin him myself! He’s an earl now! He
shall have to behave as one! Watching the new girl in her bath? What on earth? What would
possess him—”“He may be an earl, Isabel, but he is a boy first. You think he is not curious? ”“He
grew up in a house full of women. No. I would think he would be entirely disinterested.”“Well, he
isn’t. In fact, I think there’s no question that James is interested. He needs someone with whom
to discuss such interests.”“He can speak to me!”Lara gave Isabel a disbelieving look. “Isabel.”
“He can!”“You are a marvelous sister. But he cannot discuss such interests with you.”There was
silence as Isabel considered the words. Of course he couldn’t. He was a ten-year-old boy with
no one to help him understand his world and he needed a man with whom he could discuss
such … male … things.She sighed. “I must find a way to get James to school. I plan to send a
letter to my father’s solicitor about that very thing today. Not that there will be money to arrange
it.” She paused. “Alternatively, perhaps the new guardian of the estate will arrive bearing
knowledge only those of his gender can impart.”They had been waiting for word of Oliver, Lord
Densmore, the mysterious and missing guardian named in her father’s will, since they had
learned of the earl’s death. It had been just over a week now, and every day that went by without
news, Isabel breathed a bit easier.His specter loomed nonetheless, for if the Wastrearl had
appointed him, it seemed that Lord Densmore would very likely be precisely the sort of guardian
they would all prefer not to have.“There is something else.”There always was.Isabel winced at
the thought. “About James?”“No. About you.” Lara leaned forward in her chair. “I know why you
fell asleep here instead of taking yourself to bed. I know you are concerned about our future.
About finances. About James. About Minerva House.” Isabel started to shake her head. “Do not
insult me by feigning ignorance. I have known you for your entire life. Lived with you for six years.
I know you are worried.”Isabel opened her mouth to speak, then closed it. Lara was, of course,
right. Isabel was worried. She was worried that the dire financial straits of the estate would keep
James from going to school, from learning to be an earl, from restoring some semblance of



honor to the earldom. She was terrified that his new guardian would never show his face—and
his finances. Almost as terrified as she was that he would arrive and close Minerva House—
casting out the women she had worked so hard to keep safe.The women who needed her.The
roof was leaking, they’d lost seven sheep through the fence at the western edge of the Park that
week, and Isabel hadn’t a farthing to her name. She was going to have to send some of the girls
away if she could not find a solution.“I don’t suppose the earl left any money,” Lara said softly. It
was the first time any of the other residents of the Park had spoken of their combined
situation.Isabel shook her head, feeling frustration surge at the question. “Everything is
gone.”Everything that had not been entailed to the future Earl of Reddich.Her father had not
even cared enough to ensure that his children were cared for—that his heir would be cared for. It
had taken her half an hour to convince the solicitor who had arrived a day after the news of her
father’s death that she could understand the finances of the estate well enough for him to
explain their situation to her.As though being impoverished were a complicated state of
affairs.The Wastrearl had gambled everything away—the house in town, the carriages, the
furniture, the horses … his daughter. There was nothing left. Nothing but what was now James’s
by right…And what was Isabel’s to sell.A pang of sadness flared in her chest.Her brother had
not had the father or the mother or the upbringing that the earldom should have promised him
but he would have an earldom. And she would do what she could to keep it afloat.A dead earl.A
child heir.A crumbling estate.Two dozen mouths to feed, all of which were required to remain
well hidden.She had never felt so panicked in her life.If only she hadn’t slept the night before,
she might have already devised a plan for them all to be saved.She just needed time.Closing her
eyes, Isabel took a deep, steadying breath. “It is not your concern, Lara,” she said firmly, refusing
to show her thoughts, “I shall make certain that we are well taken care of.”Lara’s gaze softened.
“Of course you shall. None of us have doubted such for a moment.”Of course they hadn’t. No
one ever doubted Isabel’s strength. Not even when they should. Not even when she was holding
the whole thing together by a thread.She stood and went to the window, looking out at the once-
lush and fertile Townsend land. Now the fields were overgrown and untilled, and the livestock
had dwindled to a pittance.“Are the girls worried?”“No. I do not think that it has crossed their
minds that they might all be tossed out on their ears.”Isabel’s heart raced at the words. “They
shan’t be tossed out. Never say such things again.”Lara had followed her. “Of course they
shan’t.”They might be. Isabel heard the words as though they had been spoken aloud.Isabel
turned quickly, her skirts swirling around her ankles as she raised a finger, wagging it in front of
Lara’s nose. “I shall think of something. We shall find some money. I shall move them all to
another house. It is not as though this one is any kind of prize.”“Minerva House the second,” Lara
said.“Precisely.”“A capital idea.”Isabel huffed at her cousin’s tone. “You needn’t agree simply to
appease me.”“Fair enough,” Lara said. “Do you have a stash of money stored somewhere?
Because last I’d heard, houses that accommodated two dozen women required funds.”“Yes.
Well. That is the part of the plan that I have not quite worked out.” Isabel crossed the room to the
door, then turned back, pacing to her desk. She sat there, staring at the papers strewn across



the enormous tabletop, where three generations of Reddich earls had sat. After a long silence,
she said, “There is only one way to ensure that we’ve the funds to stay afloat.”“Which is?”She
took a deep breath.“I will sell the marbles.” There was a roaring in her ears as she spoke the
words—as though, if she did not hear them, they had not been said.“Isabel …” Lara shook her
head.Please don’t fight this, Lara. I do not have the strength. “It’s silly to keep them. No one is
enjoying them.”“You enjoy them.”“They are a luxury I can no longer afford.”“No. They are the only
luxury you’ve ever had.”As if she didn’t know that.“Do you have a better solution?”“Maybe,” Lara
hedged. “Maybe you should consider … maybe you should think about marriage.”“Are you
suggesting that I should have accepted one of the myriad of oafs who has passed through over
the years after having won me in a game of chance? ”Lara’s eyes widened. “Oh, my, no! Not one
of them. Never one of them. No one who knew your father. I’m suggesting someone else.
Someone … good. And if he is wealthy, well then, all the better.”Isabel lifted the magazine she
had seen earlier. “Are you suggesting I try my hand at landing a lord, cousin? ”Color flared on
Lara’s cheeks. “You cannot deny that a smart match is not the worst thing that could happen to
you.”Isabel shook her head. Marriage was not the answer. She was willing to swallow a bitter pill
or two to save this house, and the women in it, but she would not sacrifice her freedom, her
sanity, or her person for them. She did not care if it was a solution or not.Selfish.The word
burned, echoing in her head as though it had been spoken seconds rather than years ago.
Isabel knew that if she closed her eyes, she would see her mother, face contorted in anguish,
flinging it like a dagger.You should have let him marry you off, you selfish beast. He would have
stayed if you had. And you would have gone.She shook her head, refusing the image and
clearing her throat, suddenly tight and painful.“Marriage is not the answer, Lara. Do you really
think anyone with the means to help us would consider marrying the twenty-four-year-old, never-
seen-the-inside-of-a-London-ballroom daughter of the Wastrearl?”“Of course they would!”“No.
They would not. I’ve no skills, no training, no dowry, nothing but a houseful of women, most of
whom are in hiding, a handful of them illegally. How do you propose explaining such a thing to a
prospective suitor?” Lara opened her mouth to answer, but Isabel pressed on. “I’ll tell you. It’s
impossible. No man in his right mind would marry me and take on the burdens that I carry. And,
frankly, I am rather thankful for it. No. We shall just have to try a different tack.”“He would marry
you if you told him the truth, Isabel. If you explained it all.”Silence fell between them and Isabel
allowed herself to consider, fleetingly, what it would be like to have someone with whom she
could share all her secrets. Someone to help her protect the girls … and rear James. Someone
who would help her to shoulder her burden.She pushed the thought aside, immediately. Sharing
the burden of Minerva House would require sharing its secrets. Trusting someone to keep
them.“Must I remind you of the horrid creatures that Minerva House has shown to us? The ham-
fisted husbands? The villainous brothers and uncles? The men so deep in their cups they could
not find time to put food on the table for their children? And let us not forget my own father—
willing to sell his children for funds enough for another night on the town, unable to support his
estate, entirely willing to leave it penniless and without reputation for his child-heir.” She shook



her head firmly. “If I have learned one thing in my lifetime, Lara, it is that the lion’s share of men
are anything but good. And those who are tend not to be out searching the Yorkshire countryside
for spinsters like me.”“They cannot all be bad …” Lara pointed out. “You must admit, Isabel, the
girls who come to Minerva House—well—their tables must be the worst of the lot. Perhaps men
like the ones in there”—she indicated the magazine—“perhaps they are different.”“While I doubt
it, I shall give you the benefit of the doubt … but let us at least be honest with ourselves. I am not
exactly the type of woman who could land a lord. Let alone a lord deserving of a magazine
article to tout his exceptional qualities.”“Nonsense. You are lovely and smart. And incredibly
competent. And the sister to an earl—even better, an earl who hasn’t ruined his name yet,” Lara
said emphatically. “I am certain London’s Lords to Land would be quite enamored.”“Yes, well, I
am also two hundred miles north of London. I imagine that these particular lords have already
been landed—by a collection of lucky young ladies with subscriptions that do not travel by mail
coach.”It was Lara’s turn to sigh. “Perhaps not these lords. Perhaps the magazine is merely a
sign.”“A sign.”Lara nodded.“You think”—she paused to check the name of the magazine
—“Pearls and Pelisses … is a sign. Why do we even receive this rubbish? ”Lara waved a hand
dismissively. “The girls like it. And yes. I think it is a sign that you should consider marriage. To a
good man. One of means.”Isabel softened. “Lara, marriage would only bring more trouble upon
us. And even if it would not, do you really think good men of means are lining up in Dunscroft
waiting for me to sally into town? ”She opened the magazine, considering the description of Lord
Nicholas St. John, the first of London’s Lords to Land. “I mean, really. This man is the twin
brother to one of the wealthiest peers in Britain, rich in his own right, an exceptional equestrian,
an unmatched swordsman, and, it seems, handsome enough to send the ladies of the ton
running for their smelling salts.” She paused, looking impishly at Lara, “One wonders how the
female population of London remains conscious when he and his twin appear together in
public.”Lara giggled. “Perhaps they are kind enough to maintain a certain distance from each
other, for the safety and virtue of society.”“Well, that would be the right and proper thing for this
‘paragon of manhood’ to do.” “Paragon of manhood? ”Isabel read aloud, “Lord Nicholas is a
veritable paragon of manhood—handsome and charming, with an air of mystery about him that
sets fans and eyelashes fluttering. And the eyes, Dear Reader! So blue! Tell me again why this
magazine is so supremely edifying? ”“Well, not this particular article, obviously. What else does it
say? “ Lara craned her neck to read along.“But this lord is even more of a catch, Dear Reader!
Why, his legendary travels across not merely the Continent but also deep into the Orient have
both bronzed his skin and expanded his mind—no simpering misses will do for Lord Nicholas,
ladies, he will want a companion with whom he can converse! La!”“It does not say La!“ Lara
reached for the magazine in disbelief.“It does!” Isabel held it away. “La! Did we not profess to
have found the very best of London’s gentlemen for your consideration? ”“Well, I suppose that if
he is that incredible a man, la is as appropriate as any other exclamation.”“Mmm.” Isabel was
reading on silently now.“Isabel?” Lara leaned over to see what had captured her cousin’s
attention. “What is it?”At the fervent question, Isabel’s head snapped up. “Lara, you are right.”“I



am?”“This silly magazine is a sign!”“It is?” Lara was confused now.“It is!” Isabel stopped reading
and reached for a fresh piece of paper on which to write her letter.“But I thought …”“So did I.
Nevertheless, it is.”“But …” She paused, bemused, then said the first thing that came to mind.
“But … what about two hundred miles between here and London?”Isabel looked up at that. She
was quiet for a long while, tilting her head as she considered the words.“Well then, I shall have to
make a very convincing argument.”ThreeLesson Number OneDo not attempt to make too strong
of a first impression.To land your lord, you must be seen, but barely heard. Do not overdo with
conversation at first—you would not like to overwhelm him with your thoughts. While this might
seem challenging, do not fret, Dear Reader. Your quiet grace shall be more than enough to land
your lord.Pearls and PelissesJune 1823Nick had traveled extensively, and he prided himself on
his ability to see the value in even the most uninspiring of locations. He had spent years crossing
the Continent—not in Vienna or Prague or Paris or Rome—but in the unsung villages of Europe.
Afterward, he had traveled east, found gems in dingy Ottoman bazaars, embraced the simple
pleasure of the tiny communities of the remotest parts of the Orient.When he and Rock had
hiked slowly from Turkey through the mountain passes of Greece with nothing but the clothes on
their backs, Nick had spent weeks without hot food, without a bed, without a single luxury, and
he had still discovered his passion for antiquities. There had never been a place in which he
could not find a redeeming characteristic or two.But he was very near giving up on the village of
Dunscroft. There appeared to be little about the place that was worthy of note.Nick and Rock
stood together in the courtyard of the town’s only inn, waiting for their horses to be delivered.
They had been waiting for nearly a half an hour, and the village’s early bustle had given way to a
quiet, mid-morning laziness. Nick shifted his weight as he watched the door to the butcher’s
shop open and a gangly boy emerge. The boy’s arms were piled high with packages and he
dropped one awkwardly shaped parcel to the dusty ground almost immediately. When he turned
back to retrieve it, his pile tilted precariously.It was the most interesting thing that had happened
since they had arrived in the little Yorkshire village two evenings earlier.“A crown says he drops
another before he reaches the haberdasher,” Nick said.“Make it a sovereign,” Rock agreed.The
boy passed the shop without incident.“Are you ready to return to London yet?” Rock asked,
pocketing his winnings.“No.”“Will you at least consider leaving Yorkshire?”“Not unless we have
reason to believe she left Yorkshire.”Rock took a deep breath, rocking back on his heels. After a
long moment, he said, “It occurs to me that you are the one who is committed to finding the girl.
There is nothing in this place that is keeping me. Ankara was more accommodating than this
town.”Nick raised one dark eyebrow. “Ankara? I think that’s a bit extreme, considering our
accommodations when last we visited Turkey.”“Also your doing,” Rock grumbled. “We could at
least move to York. This inn—and I use the term loosely—is awful.”Nick smiled at that. “You
know, for a Turk, you really have become something of a dandy.”“It is called The Stuck Pig, for
God’s sake!”“Do you think we would find a more interestingly named establishment in York? ”“I
think we might well find a finer establishment there.”“Perhaps, but the last we heard, she was
headed here,” Nick said. “Where is your sense of adventure? ”Rock huffed in irritation, looking



toward the stables. “Lost, along with our horses. Where do you think this place is keeping them?
Bath? The only excuse for taking so much time to fetch a horse is death.”“Death of the horse? ”“I
was leaning toward death of the groomsman who went looking for it,” Rock said, and he was off,
heading for the stables, leaving Nick to turn his attention to the village of Dunscroft.They were
close.They had tracked Lady Georgiana across England to Yorkshire, where her course seemed
to disappear. They’d ridden north for a day, questioning anyone who might have had a chance to
witness a young woman traveling alone, and found nothing past Dunscroft, where a boy who
worked at the post remembered seeing a “lady like an angel” come off the mail coach. He could
not remember what happened to the angel in question, but Nick had quickly decided that she
hadn’t gone far. She was in Dunscroft. Or close to it.He was certain of it.With a deep breath, he
considered the little village that lined a single main street, where a church, an inn, and a simple
row of shops marked civilization. Across from the inn was the village commons, a small patch of
green that still bore an empty maypole from the May Day celebration that likely marked the most
exciting night of the year in Dunscroft. As he took in the commons, Nick’s attention was drawn to
a lone woman crossing them.She read as she walked, transfixed by the stack of papers she
carried, and the first thing Nick noticed was her ability to keep a straight line despite her obvious
lack of awareness of her surroundings.She was in mourning, clad in a simple black day dress, a
common enough design, if slightly out of fashion, but such a thing was to be expected,
considering their location. The dress indicated that she was very likely the daughter of some
local landed gentry, but her movements were unselfconscious enough to suggest that she was
no society miss.He watched her carefully, taking in her uncommon height—he didn’t think he’d
ever met a woman as tall as she was. Her quick, purposeful strides were entirely the opposite of
the mincing little steps that young ladies were taught to believe graceful. He could not resist
focusing on her skirts, which clung to her shapely legs with each long step. As she walked, the
hem of her dress kicked up, revealing plain walking boots—footwear chosen for function rather
than fashion.Her black bonnet sat low over her face, shielding her eyes from the sun. Between
the low brim of her hat and the placement of her reading material, Nick could not make out
anything more than the tip of what looked to be a very straight, very pert nose. Idly, he wondered
at the color of her eyes.She had nearly reached the street now, having crossed the entire
greensward without looking up once. He watched as she turned over a page, missing neither a
step of her journey nor a word of her correspondence. Her singular focus was fascinating—he
could not help but wonder what it might be like to be the object of such undivided attention.
Would she bring such purpose to everything that she did?ThreeLesson Number OneDo not
attempt to make too strong of a first impression.To land your lord, you must be seen, but barely
heard. Do not overdo with conversation at first—you would not like to overwhelm him with your
thoughts. While this might seem challenging, do not fret, Dear Reader. Your quiet grace shall be
more than enough to land your lord.Pearls and PelissesJune 1823Nick had traveled extensively,
and he prided himself on his ability to see the value in even the most uninspiring of locations. He
had spent years crossing the Continent—not in Vienna or Prague or Paris or Rome—but in the



unsung villages of Europe. Afterward, he had traveled east, found gems in dingy Ottoman
bazaars, embraced the simple pleasure of the tiny communities of the remotest parts of the
Orient.When he and Rock had hiked slowly from Turkey through the mountain passes of Greece
with nothing but the clothes on their backs, Nick had spent weeks without hot food, without a
bed, without a single luxury, and he had still discovered his passion for antiquities. There had
never been a place in which he could not find a redeeming characteristic or two.But he was very
near giving up on the village of Dunscroft. There appeared to be little about the place that was
worthy of note.Nick and Rock stood together in the courtyard of the town’s only inn, waiting for
their horses to be delivered. They had been waiting for nearly a half an hour, and the village’s
early bustle had given way to a quiet, mid-morning laziness. Nick shifted his weight as he
watched the door to the butcher’s shop open and a gangly boy emerge. The boy’s arms were
piled high with packages and he dropped one awkwardly shaped parcel to the dusty ground
almost immediately. When he turned back to retrieve it, his pile tilted precariously.It was the most
interesting thing that had happened since they had arrived in the little Yorkshire village two
evenings earlier.“A crown says he drops another before he reaches the haberdasher,” Nick
said.“Make it a sovereign,” Rock agreed.The boy passed the shop without incident.“Are you
ready to return to London yet?” Rock asked, pocketing his winnings.“No.”“Will you at least
consider leaving Yorkshire?”“Not unless we have reason to believe she left Yorkshire.”Rock took
a deep breath, rocking back on his heels. After a long moment, he said, “It occurs to me that you
are the one who is committed to finding the girl. There is nothing in this place that is keeping me.
Ankara was more accommodating than this town.”Nick raised one dark eyebrow. “Ankara? I think
that’s a bit extreme, considering our accommodations when last we visited Turkey.”“Also your
doing,” Rock grumbled. “We could at least move to York. This inn—and I use the term loosely—is
awful.”Nick smiled at that. “You know, for a Turk, you really have become something of a
dandy.”“It is called The Stuck Pig, for God’s sake!”“Do you think we would find a more
interestingly named establishment in York? ”“I think we might well find a finer establishment
there.”“Perhaps, but the last we heard, she was headed here,” Nick said. “Where is your sense of
adventure? ”Rock huffed in irritation, looking toward the stables. “Lost, along with our horses.
Where do you think this place is keeping them? Bath? The only excuse for taking so much time
to fetch a horse is death.”“Death of the horse? ”“I was leaning toward death of the groomsman
who went looking for it,” Rock said, and he was off, heading for the stables, leaving Nick to turn
his attention to the village of Dunscroft.They were close.They had tracked Lady Georgiana
across England to Yorkshire, where her course seemed to disappear. They’d ridden north for a
day, questioning anyone who might have had a chance to witness a young woman traveling
alone, and found nothing past Dunscroft, where a boy who worked at the post remembered
seeing a “lady like an angel” come off the mail coach. He could not remember what happened to
the angel in question, but Nick had quickly decided that she hadn’t gone far. She was in
Dunscroft. Or close to it.He was certain of it.With a deep breath, he considered the little village
that lined a single main street, where a church, an inn, and a simple row of shops marked



civilization. Across from the inn was the village commons, a small patch of green that still bore
an empty maypole from the May Day celebration that likely marked the most exciting night of the
year in Dunscroft. As he took in the commons, Nick’s attention was drawn to a lone woman
crossing them.She read as she walked, transfixed by the stack of papers she carried, and the
first thing Nick noticed was her ability to keep a straight line despite her obvious lack of
awareness of her surroundings.She was in mourning, clad in a simple black day dress, a
common enough design, if slightly out of fashion, but such a thing was to be expected,
considering their location. The dress indicated that she was very likely the daughter of some
local landed gentry, but her movements were unselfconscious enough to suggest that she was
no society miss.He watched her carefully, taking in her uncommon height—he didn’t think he’d
ever met a woman as tall as she was. Her quick, purposeful strides were entirely the opposite of
the mincing little steps that young ladies were taught to believe graceful. He could not resist
focusing on her skirts, which clung to her shapely legs with each long step. As she walked, the
hem of her dress kicked up, revealing plain walking boots—footwear chosen for function rather
than fashion.Her black bonnet sat low over her face, shielding her eyes from the sun. Between
the low brim of her hat and the placement of her reading material, Nick could not make out
anything more than the tip of what looked to be a very straight, very pert nose. Idly, he wondered
at the color of her eyes.She had nearly reached the street now, having crossed the entire
greensward without looking up once. He watched as she turned over a page, missing neither a
step of her journey nor a word of her correspondence. Her singular focus was fascinating—he
could not help but wonder what it might be like to be the object of such undivided attention.
Would she bring such purpose to everything that she did?
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